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Abstract

Teaching physical motions such as riding, exercising, swimming, etc. to human beings is hard. Coaches face difficulties in communicating their feedback verbally and cannot correct the student mid-action; teaching videos are two dimensional and suffer from perspective distortion. Systems that track a user and provide him real-time feedback have many potential applications: as an aid to the visually challenged, improving rehabilitation, improving exercise routines such as weight training or yoga, teaching new motion tasks, synchronizing motions of multiple actors, etc.

It is not easy to deliver real-time feedback in a way that is easy to interpret, yet unobtrusive enough to not distract the user from the motion task. I have developed motion feedback systems that provide real-time feedback to achieve or improve human motion tasks. These systems track the user’s actions with simple sensors, and use tiny vibration motors as feedback devices. Vibration motors provide feedback that is both intuitive and minimally intrusive. My systems’ designs are simple, flexible, and extensible to large-scale, full-body motion tasks.

The systems that I developed as part of this thesis address two classes of motion tasks: configuration tasks and trajectory tasks. Configuration tasks guide the user to a target configuration. My systems for configuration tasks use a motion-capture system to track the user. Configuration-task systems restrict the user’s motions to a set of motion primitives, and guide the user to the target configuration by executing a sequence of motion-primitives. Trajectory tasks assume that the user understands the motion task. The systems for trajectory tasks provide corrective feedback that assists the user in improving their performance. This thesis presents the design, implementation, and results of user experiments with the prototype systems I have developed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Teaching physical motions such as riding, exercising, swimming to human beings is hard. Coaches face difficulties in communicating their feedback verbally and cannot correct the student mid-action; teaching videos are two dimensional and suffer from perspective distortion. I have developed motion feedback systems that provide real-time feedback to achieve or improve human motion tasks. This thesis presents the design, implementation, and results of the systems that I have developed.

Consider a person learning to ride a bicycle. In a typical beginner’s mistake, the rider’s weight shifts slowly to one side. This weight shift causes the bicycle to lean, eventually causing the rider to fall down. As another example, consider the exercise of lifting weights. In many cases, this exercise leads to injuries because of poor technique, which repeatedly stresses the lifter’s body.

In the examples above the users are inside the system; they cannot see or identify their mistakes. The bicycle rider’s weight shifts slowly, making it difficult for him to notice the shift. Over time, these errors accumulate leading to the fall. Similarly, the injuries due to bad form while lifting weights add up over time.

External aids that improve performance are already used for a variety of applications: musicians use metronomes to maintain a constant tempo, distance runners use other runners as pacemakers to maintain speed, etc. My experiments with prototype systems indicate that real-time, corrective feedback enables users to attain motion task goals and improve motion accuracy.

Systems that track a user and provide him real-time feedback have many potential applications. For example, such systems can be used as an aid to the visually impaired, helping them in common everyday tasks. Rehabilitation after accident or illness often requires a certain sequence of exercises that have to be performed adequately. Systems that track and improve the quality of such actions can benefit patients and medical practitioners. Many forms of physical activity, such as lifting weights, require maintaining correct form. Feedback that aids the user in maintaining good form could improve the effectiveness of such exercises without the need for a human trainer. Other potential applications include training a large group of people to match an exemplar motion—synchronizing dancers in a troupe, or teaching programs that improve swimming by matching a user’s strokes to those of an expert’s.

It is not easy to deliver real-time feedback in a way that is easy to interpret, yet unobtrusive enough to not distract the user from the motion task. I have built a set of simple systems that can be used for training and sensory augmentation. These systems track the user’s actions with simple sensors, and use tiny vibration motors as feedback devices that guide the user to the target configuration. Vibration motors provide feedback that is both intuitive and minimally intrusive. My systems’ designs are simple, flexible, and extensible to large-scale, full-body motion tasks.
1.1 Contributions and goals of this thesis

The primary aim of this thesis is to develop real-time feedback systems for a broad range of motion tasks, and study their feasibility and limitations. In addition to developing these systems, this thesis aims to study the applicability of different devices in tracking users and providing feedback. Chapter 3 provides details about the devices that I used, and their advantages and limitations. The final aim for the thesis was to explore different algorithms for providing feedback. Different motion tasks have different feedback needs, and there are many strategies to fulfil a given motion task. I developed a variety of controller algorithms to fulfil a range of motion tasks and in some cases developed multiple algorithms for the same task.

To fulfil these goals of, I developed real-time feedback systems for a broad range of motion tasks, measured their performance and analyzed their limitations. My systems track users with body-mounted sensors and use small vibration motors as feedback devices. A controller program running on a computer calculates the user’s state from the sensor data and provides motion feedback using the vibration motors. Using this setup, I developed systems that provide feedback for the following motion tasks:

- **Mobile manipulation system**: I developed a system that enables a blindfolded user to navigate an obstacle-free area, and manipulate objects placed in the environment. This system uses a motion-capture system to track the user and comprises two subsystems: the navigation subsystem and the manipulation subsystem. The navigation system guides the user to the target position and orientation, and the manipulation subsystem guides the user’s hand to the target position.

  The mobile manipulation system restricts the user’s actions to a small set of motion primitives. Motion primitives are natural motions that need minimal effort to learn. Further, this system prompts the user to perform only one motion from the set of motion primitives at any time. Chapter 4 describes this restricted feedback in detail. The mobile manipulation system prompts the user through a sequence of motion primitives to achieve the task.

  I tested this system on a blindfolded user. During the experiment, the (blindfolded) user was guided to a location where the manipulation subsystem prompted him to pick an object placed close by. The user was then guided to a target location, and instructed to place the object at a target position. The mobile manipulation system is discussed in detail in chapter 4.

- **System for posing a four degree-of-freedom arm**: I developed a system that guides the user to attain a pose for a four degree-of-freedom arm: three degrees of freedom in the shoulder joint, and the bending of the elbow. Unlike the manipulation system where the target configuration corresponds to the position of the hand placing the object, a pose defines the configuration of the entire arm.

  The arm-posing systems uses a motion-capture system to track the user(s). Like the mobile manipulation system, the arm-posing system uses restricted feedback and a sequence of motion primitives to guide the user’s arm to the target pose.

  I tested the arm-positing system under two conditions. In the first experiment, the user’s arm was guided to a pre-specified pose. In the second experiment, the motion capture system tracked two users: a leader and a follower. The leader assumed poses unknown to the follower, and the posing system guided the blindfolded follower to attain the pose assumed by the leader. Chapter 5 presents the design and implementation of the arm-posing system.
• **A shirt-folding system**: I developed a system that allows a blindfolded user to fold a T-shirt. This system allows a user to manipulate a T-shirt with both hands and fold it using a sequence of predefined motions.

The motion primitives for the shirt-folding system correspond to natural arm motions like moving the arm up/down instead of rotation around a joint axis. The shirt-folding system extends the manipulation system to control two arms simultaneously. This system models the shirt folding process as a sequence of manipulation tasks, where the target configuration for one task depends on the target configuration for the previous task. The dimensions and position of the T-shirt are the input for this system, and the controller calculates the target configurations for each step at runtime.

The shirt-folding system demonstrates that complex tasks can be accomplished using simple tracking and feedback. This system also validates the design decision of leveraging human being’s natural abilities for manipulating soft objects such as cloth. Chapter 6 presents the details of the shirt folding system.

• **A posture shirt**: Many motion tasks require users to maintain a proper posture, e.g. yoga poses need to be held for a certain period. Similarly, people working at a desk find it difficult to maintain the ideal posture without corrective feedback. I developed a system that assists users to maintain a torso posture while sitting down.

This system, developed as a wearable shirt, uses a three-axis accelerometer to detect the user’s torso configuration, and provides feedback when the posture changes beyond a threshold. This system prevents the user from bending too far forward (or backwards) and leaning too much sideways. The posture shirt provides a restraining feedback, and the design allows small movements beyond the threshold (for picking up objects, for example).

I tested this system on volunteers who were asked to wear this shirt. My system improved the users’ posture by significantly reducing the time the user’s posture was outside the specified threshold. Chapter 7 presents the design, implementation, system results, and user experience results for this system.

• **Arm-motion-controller system**: Many common motions consist of multiple segments that are iterated cyclically. I have developed a system that provides corrective feedback for such multiple segment, cyclic arm motions. My system provides corrective feedback for three aspects of arm motions: accuracy of the motion, timing between segments, and form of the rest of the body while performing the motion.

This system uses accelerometers to track the user’s arm. I tested this system on volunteers against two competing forms of feedback: verbal explanation of the motion, and showing them a video of the motion (before asking them to perform the motion). The results show that my system performed significantly better on all three aspects of the motion compared to systems that provided verbal instructions or visual instructions. I will present the details of this system in chapter 8.

• **A motion-synchronization system**: For many applications human beings have to synchronize their actions. Examples of such activities include rowing a boat, dancing in a troupe, etc. I developed a system that synchronizes simple torso motions between two users.

My system uses a leader-follower paradigm, where one user acts as a leader and the second user, the follower, tries to match the leader’s motion. The motion synchronization system used
accelerometers to track the torso configuration of both the users. The follower was provided a limited form of velocity feedback to match his configuration with that of the leader.

I chose a simple torso motion to test my system on volunteers, and compared my system against two other modes of feedback: open-loop instructions where I described the motion to the users but they could not see each other, and visual feedback where the follower could see the leader. For the simple torso motion of the experiment, the visual feedback acted as the perfect feedback case. The results show that my system performed well when compared with the other two systems. The design, implementation and results for the motion synchronization system are presented in chapter 9.

1.2 Spectrum of motion feedback systems

Many existing systems provide feedback that assist and teach humans. These systems are extremely diverse with respect to their applications, philosophies, and methods of providing feedback. One attribute of such systems that helps put my systems in perspective is the detail of feedback that such feedback systems provide.

The level of feedback for most motion feedback systems falls in two broad categories. On one end of the feedback spectrum are systems that provide very detailed feedback for a specialized task, e.g., a haptic glove developed by Jack et al. [38] for rehabilitation. On the other end of the feedback spectrum are systems that provide extremely limited feedback, e.g., NavBelts [72] that assist blind people with indoor navigation. Detailed feedback systems are used for tasks that need a high degree of precision. These systems are almost always used for a specialized task, and tend to be very intrusive. Low-level feedback system, on the other hand, are mostly used for tasks that do not need significant accuracy. These systems tend to be significantly less intrusive.

Many tasks need to be performed at an intermediate level of accuracy. Examples of such tasks include manipulating objects in an environment, calisthenic exercises, dancing, etc. Extremely limited feedback is insufficient for such tasks, but feedback from specialized, high degree of feedback systems is difficult and too intrusive. The systems that I have developed as part of this thesis are primarily aimed at tasks that require an intermediate level of feedback. An additional feature (discussed in section 1.4) of my systems is extensibility: the ability to develop systems for many-degree-of-freedom motion tasks.

1.3 Types of motion feedback

In this thesis, I have developed systems for two broad categories of motion tasks: configuration tasks and trajectory tasks. Configuration tasks aim to guide the user to a target configuration. For configuration tasks, the path taken from the initial configuration to the target configuration is not important; the motion feedback system can choose any path to guide the user to the target configuration. Examples of configuration tasks include moving and manipulating objects and indoor navigation. Trajectory tasks guide the user to follow a particular trajectory. For these tasks, the goal is defined as following a particular trajectory, instead of achieving a specific configuration. The two categories are not exhaustive. In chapter 9, I will describe details of a system that tries to control both the trajectory and the speed of the motion.

The complexity of a motion task is different from the complexity of the underlying motion. For example, walking is a complex motion that involves moving multiple joints and balancing the body’s weight. However, a motion task defined as prompting a person to walk in a straight line
requires a simple motion controller. The complexity of the motion task affects the level of feedback needed to accomplish it.

Target configurations are the input to configuration-task system. My systems for configuration tasks assume that the user is constrained to a small set of motion primitives. Configuration-task systems guide the user to one or more target configurations using a sequence of motion primitives. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 provide details of motion feedback systems for configuration tasks.

For trajectory tasks, the underlying motion may be extremely complex. Providing comprehensive feedback for such motions (assuming no knowledge from the user) is challenging. The hardware and software required for such detailed feedback is difficult to build. Further, even if such a system could be built, the users may not be able to comprehend and react to the feedback in real time. Therefore, for trajectory systems, I have made a simplifying assumption: the user understands the underlying task, but is unable to perform it precisely. Systems for trajectory tasks provide corrective feedback. These systems provide feedback that assists the user in performing the task more accurately. In chapters 7, 8, and 9, I will present the details of systems that I developed for trajectory tasks.

1.4 System design and overview

From a system-design perspective my systems are close to closed-loop robotics control, where the human being replaces the robotic actuator. For configuration tasks, my systems define a set of motion primitives for the controller. The choice of motion primitives depends on the task. For trajectory tasks, my systems takes the target trajectory as input and guide the user towards it. My systems use low-information feedback that can be extended to the entire body, and requires very little learning on the user’s part.

There are some fundamental differences between robots and humans from a controller’s perspective. Humans have binocular vision, touch sensitive skin, ten fingers, compliant force control, and natural inverse kinematics. Conversely, due to lack of a “standard interface” human response to feedback is slow, error-prone, and unpredictable.

Our systems leverage human capacities for sensing and manipulating the environment. For example, the shirt-folding system (chapter 6) uses human abilities to naturally perform inverse kinematics and grasp cloth. These two tasks are extremely difficult for robots but relatively simple for human beings. Adding this human element to the control loop simplifies the design and implementation of my systems. My systems have tried to address some human limitations. These system provide feedback that is detailed enough to enable users to accomplish their tasks, yet intuitive and simple enough for users to comply with it.

An important characteristic of our systems is minimalism. Both while tracking and providing feedback, my systems observe and convey as little information as possible. While tracking the user, these systems only track a small number of key points (or joints) on the user’s body. Similarly, the feedback systems conveys as little control instructions to the user as possible. Minimalism lets these systems scale to the entire body, because larger systems are not intractable to design and build. Also, low-information feedback is easy to interpret and less intrusive than modes of feedback that require constant user attention.

Figure 1.1 shows a high-level view of my systems. My systems consist of three major components apart from the user: the tracking system, the feedback system, and the controller. The tracking devices provide the controller with the user’s current state. Based on the user’s state the controller calculates the appropriate feedback and conveys it to the feedback device. The user changes his state based on this feedback, and the system iterates till the user completes the motion task.
The tracking system comprises devices that track the user and convey his present state to the controller. As mentioned before, my systems follow the principle of minimalism while tracking the users: they track only the relevant information about the user.

My systems provide vibrotactile feedback using Lilypad vibration motors [13] that are mounted on the user. Based on the controller’s instructions, some of these motors are switched on or off. The user performs his actions depending on the motors that are buzzing. To control the vibration motors the controller sends the instructions to a communication device. The communication devices, in turn, control the feedback motors. Chapter 3 discusses the details of the tracking, feedback and communication devices that I used for developing my systems.

The controller performs a variety of functions to achieve its objective. First it interacts with the tracking devices and obtains their sensor data. The controller filters this usually noisy data, and calculates the user’s state. Based on the user’s current state and the target state the controller calculates the necessary feedback. It then conveys this feedback to the feedback system via the communication devices. My controllers are written in C++ and run on a Windows workstation.

1.5 Limitations and future work

This thesis is aimed at developing and analyzing prototype systems for a broad range of motions. The primary goal is to demonstrate the feasibility and potential of real-time motion feedback systems. There are many other aspects of developing and analyzing such systems that were not the goals for this thesis. However, these are important open problems that need to be studied in the future. This section presents some limitations of this thesis and highlights some broad directions for future work.

- **Explore and analyze all tracking and feedback systems**: There are many different sensors available to track users such as marker-based motion capture, markerless motion-capture, accelerometers, compasses, inertia measurement units. Similarly there are many different methods of providing feedback such as visually, aurally, virtual-reality based, offline, vibrotactile feedback. The best method for tracking and feedback depends on the task. Testing and analyzing all methods of tracking and feedback was not a goal for this thesis. However, testing and analyzing a variety of tracking sensors and feedback devices is important for developing new applications, and should be an important area of study going forward.

- **State-of-the-art systems**: My systems accurately track users and provide sufficient feed-
back to achieve their objectives. However, other methods to interpret sensor data might improve tracking. Similarly, alternate feedback strategies might improve accuracy of human compliance with the feedback.

The systems that I have developed have direct practical applications. My goal for this thesis was to develop prototype applications for a broad range of motion tasks rather than state-of-the-art, commercial-grade systems for a narrow range of motions. There are many practical hurdles such as more robust tracking, reducing the setup time, and making the systems more usable, that need be overcome before my systems can be deployed on a large scale.

- **Tools for comparing motions**: Comparing motions and measuring how close two motion trajectories are is a fundamental requirement for some motion tasks. In this thesis, I did not develop general purpose mathematical tools for comparing two trajectories, *e.g.*, a metric for comparing two motion trajectories expressed in joint space. Systems that intend to evaluate the performance of individuals on specific tasks would benefit from a general framework of comparing motion trajectories.

- **Teach people motions**: My systems are aimed at achieving or improving a given motion task. Teaching a motion implies that the improvements caused by the feedback persist even when the feedback is removed. Measuring such improvement needs separate experiments that run over a longer duration. I did not perform those experiments for this thesis, but these experiments are essential to measure the effectiveness of systems that are designed to speed up the learning of new motion tasks.

- **Other applications and controller algorithms**: I have developed motion feedback systems for a broad range of applications that use a variety of controller algorithms. However, this set of applications and feedback algorithms is not exhaustive. Other applications might benefit from real-time feedback. Similarly, other controller strategies might be more suitable in some cases, maybe even for motion tasks that I have addressed as part of this thesis. Developing new applications and new controller strategy is a promising area for future research.

All the goals mentioned above are worthy aims to pursue. They address issues that are no less important than the ones I have addressed in this thesis. However, this thesis aims to determine the broad applicability of real-time motion-feedback systems. The goals stated above assume greater significance once the feasibility of such systems is established.
Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter summarizes work that is related to several problems that I directly or indirectly address in this thesis. I have developed systems that provide feedback for human motion tasks. These systems have three basic components: sensors that track the user, feedback device that provide feedback, and controller programs that determine and communicate the appropriate feedback. I have used two sensors to track the user: an optical motion capture system and three axis accelerometers. All my systems provide vibrotactile feedback using Lilypad vibration motors [13], though the details of the feedback differ between systems. Chapter 3 presents details of the hardware devices that my systems use. My systems provide feedback for two broad categories of motion tasks: configuration tasks and trajectory tasks (described in chapter 1).

Many researchers have developed systems that track a user and provide task-specific feedback. These systems differ from each other in their applications, sensors used for tracking the user, and their feedback devices. I will classify motion feedback systems according to their feedback type, and discuss the major classes of feedback. Systems that provide vibrotactile feedback are the closest to the ones I have developed. These systems are discussed in section 2.1. Virtual-reality based systems are surveyed in section 2.2, followed by haptic systems in section 2.3. Finally, in section 2.4 I will survey systems that provide offline feedback.

Motion capture systems are the most common method for tracking users because of their convenience. However, many systems, including some that I developed, use alternate sensors to track users. These sensors offer many advantages over motion capture systems, such as cost and portability. Section 2.5 describes systems that track human motions with different sensors. Some of these systems do not provide feedback, but they provide opportunities for future applications.

Training physical motions is an important application for motion feedback systems. To measure their effectiveness, motion training systems need algorithms and metrics to compare two motion trajectories. Although not a part of this thesis, motion training systems and consequently comparing motion trajectories are important areas for future research. Section 2.6 covers approaches for comparing motion trajectories.

My systems for configuration tasks employ restricted feedback; they restrict the user’s motion to a small set of motion primitives and allow the user to perform only one of those motion primitives at any time. These restrictions prevent the user from following a general trajectory in configuration space. For systems that use restricted feedback, algorithms that approximate a given trajectory closely are important. Approximating general trajectories with restricted feedback is closely related to the problem of polygonal approximation. Section 2.7 presents some previous work in the area of polygonal approximation.
2.1 Vibrotactile-feedback-based systems

My systems provide vibrotactile feedback. Vibrotactile feedback typically uses vibration motors that prompt the user to perform the target motion. This section describes motion feedback systems that use vibrotactile feedback.

The TIKL system [46] is perhaps the closest to my systems. TIKL augments visual feedback with feedback from vibrotactile motors. This system captures a user’s state with an optical motion-capture system. Users that tested this system were first shown short actions requiring between one to five degree of freedom that were projected on a computer screen. They were then asked to repeat the actions, and in addition to seeing their current state (captured with a motion capture device) on the computer screen, they were also given tactile feedback to correct the motion. Augmenting visual feedback with tactile feedback improved the learning of certain motions.

Although TIKL uses optical motion capture and provides vibrotactile feedback, it differs from my systems in many ways. TIKL uses vibrotactile feedback to augment visual feedback, whereas my system use only vibrotactile feedback. My systems for configuration tasks (systems that use the motion capture system) are goal-oriented. Hence, the path followed to the target configuration is not important. On the other hand, TIKL only focuses on following exact trajectories. Finally, TIKL focuses on a limited range of arm motions, whereas this thesis presents systems for a broad range of applications such as mobile manipulation, arm posing, posture shirt, and motion synchronization.

Navbelts are a popular form of electronic travel aid for the blind. These devices were originally developed in the 1990s ([11], [72]) and are still popular with users. A Navbelt is a belt with many vibration motors. These devices provide navigation feedback by selecting the motors that vibrate. Newer Navbelt systems combine these vibration motors with auditory feedback and use sensors to detect obstacles.

In [76], Spelmezan et al. studied the feasibility of providing vibrotactile feedback for whole-body motions. Their results show that users can identify and select between a variety of expected motions using vibrotactile feedback. In their experiments, users reacted better and faster to vibrotactile feedback than to auditory feedback.

Zheng and Morrell [90] designed a posture chair. Their system uses seven force sensors embedded in the chair to detect the user’s posture and six vibrotactile motors to provide posture feedback. The posture chair can identify ten postures for the user’s back and legs (one sitting straight and nine anomalous postures) and provides corrective feedback.

Vibrotactile feedback is rapidly gaining in popularity in the domains of sports, navigation, rehabilitation, gaming, and motor learning. Alakhone et al. [1] provide a recent survey of applications using vibrotactile feedback.

Although the systems presented in this section track a user’s action and provide real-time feedback, they are focused on training for a particular motion. Most of these systems do not leverage human capabilities. My systems refrain from elaborate tracking or feedback mechanisms because it is hard to use such systems in real-world settings. Leveraging human capabilities simplifies design and improves usability.

2.2 Virtual-reality based training systems

Virtual-reality (VR) systems create a computer-graphics-generated virtual environment. Using a head-mounted display, a user can visualize and interact with users and characters in the virtual environment. VR-based systems are often used as simulators or trainers for environments that are dangerous, or difficult to reproduce in real world.
One class of VR applications are used to train users in situational awareness. Examples of such systems include [70], used to train law enforcement personnel for hostage crises. A similar system, described in [23], trains users to evacuate a battleship in case of emergencies. By repeatedly exposing the user to a particular environment, these systems familiarize the user with different potential scenarios, and train him to take the correct course of action.

Another class of VR trains users with intelligent agents. Agents are virtual characters in the virtual environment that interact with the user and train them. Rickel and Johnson ([39],[67]) created an interactive agent STEVE (Soar Training Expert for Virtual Environments) to assist users with machine operation training. STEVE responds to verbal queries, tracks users’ actions and demonstrates correct procedures when requested. These systems are highly specific and their mode of feedback is verbal instruction.

Holden et al. ([48], [34]) describe a virtual-environment-based tracking system to augment conventional rehabilitation therapy. In their system, the patient is asked to imitate certain motions that are streamed to her via video. A motion-capture system captures the patient’s motion, and feeds them in real time to a nurse who watches these actions superimposed with the ideal motions in a virtual environment. By studying the difference between the two motions, the nurse can provide effective feedback to the patient. Piron et al. ([62], [63]) have applied a similar technique for upper-arm motion rehabilitation with encouraging results. Interestingly, in these systems, the nurse and the patients do not need to be at the same facility. The patient performs the exercises at home, while the nurse may be at work monitoring over the internet. Like my systems, these systems track a user and provide feedback in real time. However, these systems require humans to control the input stream and generate feedback.

The Just follow me system [86] uses ghost metaphors with virtual-reality to teach users dance moves. A ghost metaphor is a virtual-reality image of a trainer (constructed from motion-capture data) that is displayed in front of the trainee, who is expected to imitate it. Hachimura et al. [30] developed a similar system using mixed-reality technology. This system captures the trainee using motion-capture in real time. The trainee’s reconstructed skeleton is then superimposed on the expert’s skeleton using computer graphics and VR technology.

### 2.3 Haptic feedback systems

Haptic devices provide force feedback to guide or correct human motions. Haptic feedback is closer to our feedback devices than VR-based feedback. However, most haptic feedback systems tend to be task-specific, because the type of reaction forces depend on the particular application.

Motion training is an important part of rehabilitation following a stroke or neural injury. MIT-Manus [33] (and later generations of the same system) are examples of haptic devices that learns a particular action in a learning phase and guide the patients through the same motion. Manus has a five degrees of freedom SCARA arm, and the patients need to physically connect to the robot to follow the required trajectory. Volpe et al. [82] show encouraging results using the Manus robot in rehabilitation of patients following a stroke.

Exoskeletons are external devices worn by users that are popular for rehabilitation applications. These systems measure the user’s current state and provide force feedback as the user performs a motion. The Bionic research lab at University of California at Santa Cruz has developed a wide range of exoskeletons for the human arm. Their most detailed exoskeleton for the upper body allows the user to control a seven-degree-of-freedom human arm [60] (three degrees of freedom in the shoulder, one at the elbow and three in the wrist). Other assisting systems such as [19] target the lower limbs with special emphasis on gait correction. Exoskeletons have many potential
applications such as haptic devices, human amplifiers, physiotherapy, assisting users with tasks.

Some attempts have been made to leverage the power of virtual-reality systems for haptic feedback. Jack et al. [38] describe a novel rehabilitation approach where patients wear haptic gloves to perform predesigned tasks in a virtual world. Yokohoji et al. [88] designed a system (WYSIWYF) to provide haptic feedback in a virtual environment. They track the user’s action with optical motion capture, and estimate the hand position in the virtual world. If the user touches an object in the simulated environment, their system provides the appropriate touch feedback.

2.4 Motion tracking systems with offline feedback

Motion capture systems provide a convenient and accurate method to track subjects as they perform a specific task. Many systems capture and compare both experts and novices as they perform the same action. Such comparisons can help users identify differences between exemplar and novice motions.

Alexander et al. [2] used simple, low-resolution video-based motion-capture to analyze the efficacy of exercise in the elderly. Their system computes the contours of the subject’s back and shoulder as they walk on a treadmill. This data is analyzed offline to provide corrective feedback.

Mora et al. [51] have used motion-capture data for correcting body posture while playing the piano. Their system uses a motion-capture system to record the postures of a master and a beginner artist while playing the piano. In the analysis phase, they superimpose 2D videos of the captured skeletons. The user can view the superimposed videos from multiple viewpoints and analyze the differences in posture.

Motion-capture systems have been extensively used to model and analyze human joint-motions, especially in the domain of sports [52]. The product website for Vicon systems [80] provides a comprehensive (yet not exhaustive) list of applications developed using Vicon’s motion capture systems. Most systems described there focus on a narrowly-defined task, and provide offline feedback.

2.5 Alternative methods to track user and applications

Conventional motion-capture systems have limitations. These systems are expensive, which limits their large-scale use, and the user is confined to a small capture volume. Typically, these systems use high-speed, high-resolution cameras that provide extremely accurate measurements (around 1mm). Many applications do not need such precise measurements, and can perform adequately with less accurate, less expensive, and more flexible systems. Consequently, many researchers have developed systems that use alternate sensors to track human motions. These new systems are cheaper and are targeted towards particular applications. In this section, I will briefly describe the design and applications of some of these systems.

A significant proportion of these alternate tracking systems use accelerometers to track human body segments. An accelerometer provides the magnitude and direction of the acceleration the sensor experiences. However, integrating the acceleration data to get position is error prone because of drift errors. A range of solutions exist to counter these errors. I will specify the particular error-correction method for systems that use accelerometers.

Lee and Ha [44] describe a system to track humans using three-axis accelerometers. They use a sensor-fusion technique to correct drift errors. This method places more than one sensor per segment, and uses the average sensor value to calculate and compensate for the drift errors. Bachmann et al. [5] designed the MARG sensors to correct the drift problem in tracking human motions. MARG sensors have three micromachined rate-sensors, accelerometers, and magnetometers each (a
total of nine sensors) for accurate measurement of human motions. Yun et al. [89] used accelerometers and a compass to accurately track actors’ position as they walked. They filter drift errors between steps by careful calibration and mathematical techniques.

Vlasic et al. [81] designed a portable motion-capture sensor system that can track people anywhere. Their system uses a combination of accelerometers, gyroscopes, and an acoustic subsystem to accurately follow the motion of different body segments. The acoustic sensors measure the distance between limbs and counter the drift from accelerometers.

Prakash [65] is an alternate optical motion-capture system. This system uses photosensitive markers that can be embedded in clothing. The markers are individually identifiable (because they are tagged with RFID); therefore, the system can be scaled to any extent. This system is significantly cheaper and more flexible than conventional motion-capture systems, because it does not use high speed cameras.

The NorthStar system [55] from Evolution Robotics provides simple position and orientation tracking. This system projects IR rays on reflectors that are placed on the ceiling. An IR detector on the tracked object measures these reflections and uses triangulation to calculate the tracked object’s position.

Animating virtual characters is another application that uses alternate tracking systems. Perhaps the most well-known examples of such systems are the Wii gaming consoles [83] from Nintendo Inc. and Microsoft’s Kinect [42] gaming console. Wii uses data from a three-axis accelerometer embedded in a remote that is held by the user to animate characters in a video game. Kinect uses two cameras to track the user in the capture volume.

Slyper and Hodgins [74] developed a systems that uses five accelerometers attached to a user to animate an avatar. Their system precalculates the acceleration data for a motion capture database. At run time, the acceleration data from the user is compared with the acceleration data stored in the motion capture database to identify the user’s action, and animate the avatar.

MOCA (Farella et al. [25]) is a gesture recognition system for VR avatars that uses accelerometers. This system relies on the fact that very accurate motion data is not needed to identify the correct gesture from a given set. MOCA identifies the intended gesture by comparing the user’s acceleration data with a database of gestures with known accelerations.

In a similar application called Footsee, Yin and Pai [87] recognize the patterns of a user’s footsteps to animate an avatar in VR. During the training phase, their system creates a motion-capture database for a range of motion and the corresponding ground pressure distribution on a pressure pad. At run time, the user’s footsteps pattern is measured and compared with the database to find the correct action. The matched motion is used to animate an avatar.

Johnson et al. [40] built a sympathetic interface to let users control the actions of an animated character. Their system captured the user’s action using a plush toy embedded with wireless sensors such as accelerometers, magnetometers, and gyroscopes. Users move the toy to indicate their intention. Depending on the user’s feedback and the context, the system animates the virtual character.

In a novel medical application, Lee et al. [45] estimated the gait parameters such as stance, swing, single support, and double support time of the gait cycle using accelerometers attached to the patient’s ankles.

Hesch et al. [32] used a pedometer, a walking cane, a three-degree-of-freedom gyroscope and a 2D laser scanner to guide a blind user in a known environment. Their system mounts the gyroscope and laser scanner onto the cane and uses a two-stage, Extended-Kalmann-Filter-based algorithm to estimate the user’s current position. Zheng and Morrell [90] used force sensitive resistors to track a user sitting in a chair.
2.6 Comparing trajectories

Motion-training systems often compare trajectories, e.g., to show improvements after using the system. However, comparing motion trajectories is challenging because of difficulties such as the lack of standard metrics for comparing trajectories and finding the optimal mapping between trajectory points to compare. As a result, there are no standard methods to compare trajectories. Developing methods for comparing trajectories is an open research problem that is especially relevant for motion training systems. In this section, I will describe the problem of comparing motion trajectories as it appears in several different contexts, and the approaches taken to solve this problem.

Trajectory matching in two dimensions

Comparing and/or identifying motion trajectories for planar curves is a well-studied problem. In this setting, the motion trajectory is represented as a parametric set of points \((x(t), y(t))\) in the XY plane, where \(t\) represents time. This problem is closely related to the problem of matching curves in two dimensions, where time is replaced by other parameters such as the curve length.

One popular method of comparing trajectories uses motion descriptors. A descriptor is a compact representation that uses a small number of parameters to represent a trajectory. The Fourier Descriptor that represents a trajectory using its 2D Fourier coefficients is one such example. Researchers have developed several descriptors for comparing curves. Harding et al. [31] and Bashir et al. [7] used variants of Fourier Descriptor to store and classify motion trajectories. The curvature space similarity descriptor (CSS) by Mokhtarian et al. ([49], [50]) and wavelet descriptor [15] are examples of hierarchical descriptors. Hierarchical descriptors represent an image from a coarse to fine resolution. CSS converts trajectory data to curvature data before calculating the descriptor.

Other descriptors such as moment invariants [35] and B-spline decomposition [17] compare the global properties of the motion such as the central moments of the curve, or the coefficients of the B-spline decomposition of the curve.

In the field of computer vision, model-based approaches are used for tracking and segmentation of motion trajectories, e.g., Fleet et al. [26]. These applications first learn a “basis” set of human motion with learning techniques such as PCA. Then, they used the learned basis to classify and segment motion.

Segmenting motion capture data

High-level motions such as walking or moving hands consist of shorter, more basic segments. Separating such segments requires identifying the transition points, the points that separate two motion segments.

Fod et al. [27] designed a system to train a robot manipulator to move like humans. They tracked human motions and segmented it into basic segments that could act as building blocks for more complex motions. Their method used simple zero-point crossings of joint velocities to segment motion trajectories.

Kovar et al. [43] and Brand and Hertzman [12] developed motion segmenting algorithms for computer graphics applications. Their applications create new motions from existing motions segments by identifying compatible segments to transition from one type of motion segment to another.

Barbič et al. [6] address the problem of segmenting higher-level motions. Their data consists of a sequence of high-level motion primitives such as walking, running, jumping, etc. The segmentation
algorithm relies on the fact that the high-dimensional motion data lies on a lower-dimensional subspace. Barbić et al. describe three approaches for segmenting the data: PCA, probabilistic PCA and Gaussian Mixture Models.

Comparing motion trajectories for training

In an application partially geared towards robot programming by demonstration, Wu, Li and Zheng [84] describe a hierarchical motion-trajectory descriptor for three-dimensional curves. Their descriptor describes a three dimensional trajectory with its curvature and torsion at each point. They used Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) to find an optimal matching of trajectory configurations in the descriptor space. Once the optimal mapping is found, the distance between the two trajectories is calculated by summing the distance between the matched configurations. An important limitation of this approach is that the trajectories are compared only in workspace.

The motion training system Just Follow me [86] (JFM) monitors the user’s progress by comparing their motion trajectory to a reference trajectory. JFM finds an optimal mapping between points on the two trajectories before calculating the distance. JFM calculates the optimal mapping by enforcing a chronology criterion on matched configurations and forcing the matched configurations to lie within two seconds of each other.

2.7 Approximating trajectories

My systems for configuration tasks provide restricted feedback. This feedback constrains the user’s motions to a predefined set of motion primitives and prompts the user to perform only one of the motion primitives at any given time. These restrictions constraint the trajectories that a user can follow. Therefore, a user can only approximate a trajectory in configuration space with the given motion primitives. Approximating trajectories with restricted motion primitives is an interesting open problem for future systems, which is closely related to the problem of polygonal approximations (PA) for curves.

The input for the PA problem is an ordered set of $N$ points in a plane, $S$. The objective for the PA problem is to find a set of $k < N - 1$ lines, $P$, that best approximate the reference curve, $S$. The most common distance measures between points on $S$ and their corresponding approximating line segment are the vertical or orthogonal distances.

Bellman [9] proposed an optimal algorithm when the reference curve, $S$, is an analytically described quadratic. Imai and Irai [36] described two variants of the PA problem. The first problem, referred to as min-$\epsilon$, seeks to approximate a set of $N$ points with $k$ straight lines such that the total error of approximation is minimized. The second variant, called min-$\#$, fixes the maximum permissible error, $\Delta$. The goal for the min-$\#$ problem is to find the smallest number of line segments that can approximate the data points with approximation error less than $\Delta$.

Dunham [22] solved the min-$\#$ problem using dynamic-programming and geometrical arguments. Perez and Vidic [59] gave an optimal solution for the min-$\epsilon$ problem using dynamic programming that takes $O(N^2k)$ time. Salotti [69] represented the points in $S$ with vertices of a graph and proposed an $A^*$-search based algorithm that improved the expected running time to $O(N^2)$. For another error criterion known as the tolerance zone criterion, Chen and Chin [14] proposed algorithms for min-$\#$ and min-$\epsilon$ problems that run in $O(N^2)$ and $O(N^2 \log N)$ time respectively.

Polygonal approximation is a well-studied problem, with many variants and relaxations. Kolesnikov et al. address the PA problem when $S$ is a closed curve. Researchers have studied distance metrics other than vertical and orthogonal distances: city-block metric (Pikaz and Dinstein [61]) and the
least integral squared error (Ray and Ray [66]). Panagiotiakos et al. [57] have proposed algorithms for min-ε problems extended to higher dimensions.

Some researchers have focussed on approximating curves that are not straight lines. For example, Pavlidis and Horowitz [58] considered the problem of approximating the reference curve with polynomial curves. Drysdale and Strum [21] solve the min-# problem for polygonal curves when the approximating curves are circular arcs and biarcs.

The trajectory approximation problem and the polygonal approximation problem share the goal of approximating a reference curve with simpler curve segments. However, PA and its variants differ from the problem of approximating a trajectory in many respect. For example, none of the approaches above consider restricted control as the approximating curve. Also, when defined in configuration space, the error metrics between the trajectories are not well known. Furthermore, unlike most approaches discussed here, the trajectory approximation problem is not restricted to two dimensions.
Chapter 3

System Hardware

My motion feedback systems interact with several external devices. These devices fall under three major categories: tracking sensors, feedback motors and communication devices. All these devices need to interact with each other in real time for my systems to function properly. Naturally, the performance and limitation of these devices affects the design, performance and limitations of my systems. This chapter briefly describes the working, output, advantages and limitations of the hardware devices I used to build my motion feedback systems. Section 3.1 presents the details of tracking devices. Section 3.2 discusses the feedback motors, the modes they operate in, and different ways to mount them on the user. Finally, section 3.3 describes the communication devices.

3.1 Tracking devices

Tracking devices track the user’s current configuration. These devices differ both in technology and their output. Different tracking devices may produce qualitatively different data, and systems often filter and process the sensor data before determining the feedback.

I have used two tracking devices to build my systems: a motion-capture system and a three-axis accelerometer.

3.1.1 Motion-capture system

I used a Vicon MX system running Vicon Nexus software to track users. Vicon MX is an optical motion-capture system that uses multiple high-speed cameras and infra-red light to track users. For tracking a user, retro-reflective markers (figure 3.1) are placed on the user’s body. Multiple motion-capture cameras simultaneously capture images of these markers. The tracking software then calculates the position of these markers from these multiple images.

Tracking a user with a motion-capture system involves two steps: defining a tracking skeleton and fitting the tracking skeleton to the marker positions determined by the cameras.

A tracking skeleton specifies the different links in the user’s body, the joints that connect those links, and the placement of markers on the links. Vicon Nexus software provides an easy interface for defining tracking skeletons. As the user moves in the capture volume, the motion-capture cameras accurately calculate the positions of the markers mounted on the user’s body. However, the markers in the camera images are indistinguishable from each other; the cameras do not know the correspondence between the markers in the images and those defined by the tracking skeleton. Vicon Nexus software attempts to find to find some best labeling for the markers based on the skeleton template.
The output from the Vicon MX system is a set of marker names and their corresponding 3D positions. Strategically placing the markers, for example on the shoulder, makes it easy to track the position of those body parts. Many applications calculate the configuration space variables, such as joint angles, from the position data before calculating the feedback\(^1\).

**Advantages and limitations**

A motion-capture system has several advantages for tracking users. The Vicon MX system is extremely accurate (an error of $\pm 0.1 \text{ mm}$ in marker position) and provides high sampling rates of greater than 100 fps. Thus, applications can get accurate position data with low latency. Vicon MX provides an easy, socket-based interface for applications to access this data. Furthermore, the Nexus software allows developers to easily create different tracking skeletons templates. It is not necessary to model the entire body for tracking only certain parts; we only need to create a tracking skeleton template of the relevant parts. Motion-capture systems provide absolute 3D positions of the markers, and so they are especially suitable for applications that need position data such as the mobile manipulation described in chapter 4.

The Vicon MX system has many drawbacks. This system is extremely expensive, and so it is unreasonable to expect that it could be deployed on a mass scale, for example in user’s homes. Before using the system, it is necessary to calibrate both the cameras and the user. The calibration step takes between 15 to 45 minutes. Like other optical motion-tracking system, Vicon MX is sensitive to external light sources and reflective materials.

Although the motion-capture systems output marker data in real time, they are not designed for realtime applications. The tracking algorithm frequently mislabels markers and sometimes misses them altogether. Realtime applications, such as the ones that I developed, cannot utilize sophisticated, offline post-processing techniques that solve these problems.

In real-life scenarios, users move in and out of the capture volume. Motion-capture systems that are confined to a room cannot cope with the user’s mobility.

Newer camera-based systems such as Microsoft Kinect [42] alleviate some problems associated with marker-based motion capture systems. Kinect is cheaper, does not need retro-reflective mark-

\(^{1}\)Vicon MX provides the joint angle data, but these angles correspond to a particular convention defined by the system. Knowing the convention, it is possible to calculate the forward kinematics for the system. However, this convention is not intuitive for human feedback, and so I ignored this output.
Accelerometers measure the acceleration of the device they are mounted on. The source of acceleration may either be the movement of the device or gravity. By measuring the acceleration caused by gravity, it is possible to determine the orientation (tilt) of the device. This method of operation is called the tilt sensing mode for accelerometers.

Modern accelerometers use micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) to measure acceleration. Tilting the accelerometer moves some micromachined parts in the sensor. This movement produces a change in the electrical properties of the sensor such as its capacitance. The change in the electrical property is proportional to the acceleration, and it is used to calculate the tilt of the accelerometer. Typically, the output from an accelerometer is voltage that is proportional to the acceleration. An ADC converts this voltage to a digital signal which is then read using a microcontroller (please refer to [16] for details of converting accelerometer voltage output to tilt data). Accelerometers differ in the number of axis along which they can measure the acceleration: one-, two-, or three-axis accelerometers.

I used WiTilt v3 [75] modules from Sparkfun electronics (figure 3.2) as my sensors. WiTilts (figure 3.2(a)) contain a three-axis accelerometer (either Freescale Semiconductor Inc.’s MMA7260Q [28] or MMA7361L [29]) as their sensor. These sensors measure acceleration along three mutually orthogonal directions (shown in figure 3.2(a)), and wirelessly transmit the sensor readings over a serial-over-Bluetooth connection using an RN-41 Bluetooth module [68] from Roving Networks. A WiTilt module has its own battery pack that powers the accelerometer and the Bluetooth radio.

WiTilts can stream processed data in multiple formats: acceleration values, voltage values, and tilt values. These formats are ideal for applications that simply measure or store the acceleration data. Alternatively, WiTilts can stream the raw voltage values in a packet format. The packet mode suited my applications better. For using WiTilts in the packet mode, I wrote software to parse the packets, and process the voltage readings to obtain the tilt values. The WiTilt user guide [75] provides formulae to convert voltage data to tilt values.
Advantages and limitations

WiTilts provide a single package that measures, processes and wirelessly transmits data without needing additional circuitry or power source. Therefore, they are extremely convenient for tracking users. Because they are mounted on the user (see figure 3.2(b)), WiTilts are not confined to a fixed area like optical motion-capture systems. WiTilts (and accelerometers in general) are relatively inexpensive and do not require elaborate setup like motion-capture cameras.

Conversely, WiTilts provide low-resolution and noisier data compared to a motion-capture system. The output from WiTilt does not provide orientation around the vertical axis (because the acceleration is the same for all orientations). Accelerometers are not suitable for applications that require absolute position data such as navigation applications. Other sensors such as compasses or gyroscopes are frequently employed in conjunction with accelerometers to calculate the absolute positions. These units require significant additional processing and are not sufficiently accurate for most applications.

WiTilts require frequent recalibration. Because sensors mounted on body parts are likely to move and slip, every experiment trial must first calibrate the sensors before starting the tracking.

Using WiTilt data required me to write significant code to receive, parse and refresh the data. In streaming mode, special care must be taken to ensure that the application does not use stale data, and the transmitter does not overflow the computer’s serial-port buffers. Finally, systems can experience acceleration from sources other than gravity such as user movement, and collision. An accelerometer cannot distinguish these accelerations from the acceleration due to gravity. My applications require users to move slowly, and under those conditions it is reasonable to assume that gravity is the most significant source of acceleration. However, that assumption may not be valid for other applications. In such cases, additional processing is required for accurately tracking the user.

3.2 Feedback motors

My systems use Lilypad([13]) vibrating motors (figure 3.3) as feedback devices. For my systems, every motor corresponds to a particular motion. These motors are placed at locations that are intuitive for the motion. When a particular motor buzzes, it signals the user to carry out the specified motion.

Modes of feedback

I used the vibration motors in two feedback modes:
Figure 3.4: Different modes of providing vibration feedback. (a) Vibration motors connected with wires to the electrical input. (b) Vibration motors connected using conductive thread. (c) Bands with vibration motors attached to them. (d) Velcro slots that hold the vibration motors in place.

- **Continuous feedback:** In the continuous mode, a feedback motor buzzes continuously for the duration of the motion. When the controller stops buzzing a motor or switches to a different (set of) motor(s), it signals the user to change their motion.

- **Pulsing feedback:** In pulsing mode, a vibration motor is pulsed at fixed intervals. Both the duration of a pulse and the interval between pulses is kept constant.

Continuous mode can only provide binary feedback; either the user is prompted to perform an action or not at all. This feedback mode is easy to implement, because it only involves switching the motor on for the duration of the motion. Continuous mode has low communication overhead for controlling the motors. For every motion, a *high* signal is sent at the beginning and a *low* signal is sent at the end of the motion. Low communication overhead is particularly useful when the feedback software runs synchronously with the tracking and controller software. Fewer packets also imply lower power consumption by the radios.

Pulsing feedback can provide some limited velocity feedback by changing the interval between pulses (see chapter 9 for details of a system that uses this kind of velocity feedback). Pulsing motors requires sending a *high* and a *low* signal at fixed intervals. Therefore, this mode requires two wireless messages every pulse, which greatly increases the transmission overhead and power requirements for the radio compared to continuous mode. For pulsing motors at a regular interval, the feedback software runs asynchronously with the tracking and controller software, either as a separate thread or as a separate process.
### 3.2.1 Mounting motors to deliver feedback

Vibration motors need to be mounted on the user’s body for providing tactile feedback. I tried the following four strategies for mounting the motors on users (figure 3.4):

- **Attached with wires to power the motor**: The motors are attached to the user’s clothing with glue and connected to the power source with electrical wires (figure 3.4(a)).

- **Attached with conductive thread to power the motor**: The motors are sown into the user’s clothing and connected to the power source using a conductive thread (figure 3.4(b)).

- **Bands with attached motors**: Motors are attached to bands that can be worn on top of clothing (figure 3.4(c)).

- **Velcro slots to attach motors**: Velcro patches with holes at their center are attached to the user’s clothing. The motors fit in the holes at the center and are held in place by a complementary piece of velcro (figure 3.4(d)).

Table 3.1 evaluates each of these mounting strategies for five properties:

- **Reusability**: Ability to use the same motors for different users/systems.
- **Maintenance**: Ease of attaching or detaching the motors in case of a problem.
- **Quality of feedback**: How easy it is to feel and isolate the buzzing from an individual motor?
- **Time of deployment**: The time it takes to mount the motors before using a system.
- **Limitations of the mounting strategy**: Cases where a particular mounting strategy is infeasible.

Mounting strategies that attach the motor directly to the clothing cannot use the same motor across different users or systems. Both bands and velcro patches easily allow reuse of motors across different users/systems.

Velcro patches are the easiest to maintain because the motors are never attached to any external surface. Attaching motors with conductive thread fares the worst, because to replace a motor it must be sown again from the mounting position to the power source. Additionally, conductive thread suffered significant problems with loose contacts.

Not surprisingly, systems that have motors attached directly to the clothes provide the best quality of feedback in terms of identifying and localizing the motor’s vibration. Feedback bands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Attached with wires</th>
<th>Attached with conductive thread</th>
<th>Bands</th>
<th>Velcro slots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motor Reusability</td>
<td>Not reusable</td>
<td>Not reusable</td>
<td>Reusable</td>
<td>Reusable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Extremely Difficult</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Simple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback Quality</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment Time</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
<td>15-20 mins</td>
<td>&lt; 5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitations</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Difficult for Torso</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Comparison between different options for mounting feedback motors.
provided the worst quality of feedback. The bands absorbed and diffused the motor’s vibration, making it difficult to feel and localize the vibration.

All systems except bands had low setup time. Setup time was least when the motors were directly attached to the clothes. Finally, feedback bands faced an additional limitation because they cannot be easily deployed to all parts of the body, e.g., the torso.

3.3 Communication devices

My applications switch feedback motors on/off depending on the controller’s feedback. Communication devices act as a bridge between the controller and the feedback motors. On one end, communication devices receive instructions from the controller regarding motors to switch on/off. On the other end, they control the power to the feedback motors using their I/O pins. When the controller sends instructions to switch on/off a particular motor, the communication devices turn on(off) the power to that particular motor.

Communication devices are mounted on the user, and for my systems, communicate with the controller over a Bluetooth or wireless connection. I have used two communication devices for my applications: an Arduino BT microcontroller [3] and XBee RF modules [20]. In the rest of this section, I will present the details of these devices, the extra circuitry needed to connect them to the motors, and compare these two devices.

3.3.1 Arduino microcontroller boards

Arduino BT (figure 3.5(a)) is an microcontroller board based on the ATmega168 [4] microcontroller from Atmel systems. It has a Bluegiga WT11 [10] Bluetooth module that allows it to communicate with a serial-over-Bluetooth connection. There are 14 digital I/O pins (eight digital and 6 analog+digital pins) on the Arduino BT board. My systems used these I/O pins to drive feedback motors. I used a battery pack with four rechargeable AA batteries to power the microcontroller.
The microcontroller board is programmed using the Arduino software. My systems control feedback motors by sending data instruction to the Arduino BT module. A program running on the microcontroller board constantly checks for input from the controller. In response to the controller’s instructions, the program running on Arduino BT changes the state of its I/O pins, controlling the feedback motors.

There is no predefined packet structure for communicating with Arduino BT. A simple user-defined protocol is sufficient to control motors connected to the microcontroller board. The AT-Mega processor on Arduino BT provides 16 KB of flash memory for storing application programs. Therefore, Arduino BT may be used for more complex applications than simple I/O line passing.

### 3.3.2 XBee RF modules

An XBee module (figure 3.5(b)) from Digi corporation [20] has an RF antenna that communicates over a serial interface. These modules have nine digital output pins (eight are I/O while one is output only) that may be used to control feedback motors. The XBee interface provides functions to control its I/O pins. Therefore, XBees are widely used to add wireless capability to systems that need to interact with external sensors.

Interfacing with XBee modules and using them to control feedback motors is more complex than using Arduino BT microcontrollers. Unlike Arduino BT boards, XBees are not programmable; the firmware runs on the module’s EEPROM and provides a fixed interface to control or configure the I/O pins. Every XBee module has a unique 64-bit address, and allows only one other XBee module to control the state of its I/O pins. This restriction on communication implies that in addition to the remote XBees connected to the motors, my systems needed a base module to relay the controller’s instructions. The maximum current rating for XBee pins (2mA for input voltage between 2.8V–3.3V) is too low to directly drive vibration motors. Therefore, XBee pin’s output acts as the input to a transistor switch that controls the feedback motors.

Figure 3.6 shows the schematic for using XBee modules to control the feedback motors. The controllers for my systems run on a computer. They send their instructions to the base XBee module. The base XBee module runs in a transparent mode, i.e., it transmits the instructions from the controller over the wireless antenna. These instructions are captured by the remote XBee module that is configured to accept I/O instructions from the base module. In response to the instructions, the remote XBee module changes the output state of its I/O pins. The I/O pins are connected to a transistor array, which act as switches for the vibration motors. I used the ULN2803A [79] chip from Texas Instruments. This chip has an array of eight-NPN transistors that work in the common emitter configuration.

### Comparison between Arduino BT microcontrollers and XBee modules

Table 3.2 compares the two communication devices. The XBee modules are much smaller and cheaper that Arduino BT boards. On the other hand, Arduino BT boards are easier to use: they need no external electronics, allow simple communication protocols and allow user programs to run on the microcontroller board. Additionally, the Arduino BT boards provide rich functions such as clock timers, libraries for reading analog or I2C [56] inputs, and reference voltages to drive external devices. Therefore, it is much easier to, for example, pulse motors using an Arduino BT board.

---

2XBees have an open mode where they allow any XBee module to change the state of their I/O pins. However, this open mode may cause changes in the state because of stray packets. The state changing packet must originate from another XBee module.
**Figure 3.6:** A schematic diagram showing the working of the XBee module. The computer sends a message to the base XBee module, which retransmits those messages to the remote module. The remote modules changes its pin output based on the message it receives. A transistor array acts as a switch that drives the motors in response to the output of the XBee pins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Arduino BT</th>
<th>XBee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Footprint</td>
<td>2.1in × 3.2in</td>
<td>1.087 in × 0.96 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>$150</td>
<td>$20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of available pins</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra electronics required</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>transistor array and connectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User programs</td>
<td>Allowed</td>
<td>Not allowed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Protocol</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Predefined packet structure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.2:** Comparison between Arduino BT and XBee.

However, for the simple purpose of controlling motors, XBee proved adequate and cheaper. Their smaller footprint is a significant advantage; these communication devices have to be mounted on user’s body where space is scarce. Most of my applications preferred XBee modules over Arduino BT microcontroller boards because of their smaller footprint.
Chapter 4

Mobile Manipulation System

The mobile manipulation system allows a blindfolded user to navigate a room and manipulate objects. Such a system could be used as an aid to the visually impaired or provide task-based motion training. For example, in chapter 6 I will present a system that guides a user to fold a T-shirt by extending the manipulation system from this chapter.

The input to the mobile manipulation system is a sequence of navigation and manipulation tasks. Each task specifies its target configuration, and the system guides the user to sequentially achieve those target configurations.

4.1 System design

My system uses a motion capture system to track the user’s current configuration and Lilypad vibration motors to guide the user to the target configuration. The motion capture system tracks the user’s current position, orientation, and the configuration of his arm.

The mobile manipulation system consists of two subsystems: the manipulation system and the navigation system. The manipulation system takes the target location (in world coordinates) as input, and guides the user’s hand to the specified location. The navigation system guides the user to a target location and orientation, where orientation refers to the direction that the user is facing.

For both the navigation and manipulation subsystem, my system describes a set of motion primitives. Given a task, these systems prompt the user through a set of motion primitives that guide him to the target configuration. Task-based systems use restricted feedback to guide the users. I will first describe the restriction on feedback in section 4.1.1, followed by the details of the manipulation (section 4.1.2) and navigation systems (section 4.1.3).

4.1.1 Restricted feedback

Planning tasks for humans is fundamentally different from planning tasks for robots. Reaching a doorknob is a good example to illustrate this difference. To reach the doorknob, consider a planner that calculates the initial and final configurations of a robot and interpolates a path between them. Such a planner typically expects precise compliance with feedback across multiple degrees of freedom, and a low-latency control loop. This planning strategy is not ideal for humans for many reasons. First, human response to feedback is error-prone and unpredictable. Next, the lag between a controller command and the response to it is typically orders of magnitude higher in humans than in machines. Finally, communicating feedback for multiple degrees of freedom is straightforward for robots. On the other hand, it is hard to convey such feedback to humans, in a
manner that the user finds easy to interpret and act on. To counter these human limitations, the systems for configuration tasks (described in chapters 4, 5 and 6) place the following restrictions on the feedback:

- **Restricted control**: The user is restricted to a discrete set of predefined actions, the motion primitives. These motions are natural – they do not need complex training – and they depend on the task.

- **Binary feedback**: Either the user is prompted to perform a certain action, or not at all. Our system does not try to control the speed of the motion.

The mobile manipulation system provides feedback using Lilypad [13] vibration motors. Two vibrating motors are typically used for each motion primitive. The motors are placed at locations that are intuitive for the particular action. For example, if the motion primitive is bending the elbow, a motor is placed near the elbow. When a motor buzzes, it signals the user to carry out the associated motion primitive. Restricted control implies that at any given time the system buzzes only one motor.

The primary advantage of restricted feedback is the simplicity of determining and interpreting feedback. A limited set of motion primitives of which only one is prompted at any given time aids the user in interpreting and complying with the motion feedback. Conversely, it is not possible to provide feedback for trajectory-based tasks using restricted feedback.

### 4.1.2 Manipulation System

The manipulation system takes the target location (in the world coordinate frame) as its input, and guides the user’s hand to the specified location. The motion-capture system tracks the positions of four markers placed on the user’s arm (figure 4.1(a)), and the user’s shoulder acts as the origin of the body frame of reference for that arm. The configuration space variables for the system are the spherical polar coordinates for the hand, \((r, \theta, \varphi)\), where \(r\) is the distance from the origin, \(\theta\) is the longitude, and \(\varphi\) is the colatitude.

The motion primitives for the manipulation subsystems are three free rotations around joints: yaw and pitch rotation around the shoulder joint and the bending of the elbow joint (figure 4.2). Changing the yaw and pitch values of the shoulder joint changes the longitude and the colatitude \((\theta \text{ and } \varphi)\) of the hand by the same amount (approximating the arm as a rigid body). Bending the elbow changes the distance \((r)\) of the hand from the origin (the shoulder). Thus, using these motion
primitives, the controller can independently change each of the configuration space variables. The motion primitives correspond to natural rotations around the joints, and so they are easy to follow. The mobile manipulation system relies on the human being for the complex task of sensing and grasping the object properly.

It is easy to verify that sequentially correcting (changing the variable till it matches the target value) each degree of freedom will guide the hand to the target location. Precise compliance is difficult for humans. Therefore, the controller changes the correcting degree of freedom based on two criterion: either the difference in the current and target value of the corrected degree of freedom is less than a threshold, or the user has overshot the target value. If after applying all three motion primitives, the arm is farther from the target than a specified threshold, the controller repeats the sequence of motion primitives till the arm reaches the target location. I have tested two criterion for selecting the next motion primitives: round-robin and maximum error. Both lead to quick convergence towards the target location.

4.1.3 Navigation system

The navigation system guides the user to a target location and orientation, where orientation refers to the direction that the user is facing. This system allows a user to navigate an obstacle-free room, and could potentially be used as an indoor navigational aid for the visually impaired.

The navigation subsystem tracks the user with a set of four markers placed on his back. These markers follow the position of the left and right shoulder and the left and right extremities of the waist just above the pelvis. The motion-capture markers and feedback motors are placed on the user’s back, as shown in figure 4.3.

My system estimates the user’s position as the vector average of the four marker positions (ignoring the z component), and his orientation as the normal to the plane defined by the markers. In three dimensions, three non-collinear points define a plane. Consequently, any three markers on the back define a plane, and hence an orientation for the actor. With four markers on the back, there are four candidate orientation vectors(\(4\text{C}_3\)) for the user. The current implementation estimates the actor’s orientation as the average over these four orientation values.

The navigation system utilizes two natural motion primitives: walk straight ahead, and turn in place. The walk-straight primitive needs one motor that prompts the user to walk straight ahead. The navigation system uses two motors for the turn-in-place primitive: one to indicate turning left and another to indicate turning right.

The controller uses a simple “turn-drive-turn” algorithm. In the first phase, the controller orients
the user towards the target location, and then prompts him to walk straight towards it. Since the amount of turning and walking straight might not be precise, this phase may need multiple iterations till the user reaches the target location. Once at the target location, the user is prompted to turn in place until he is aligned with the target orientation.

4.2 Testing and future work

I tested both the manipulation and navigation subsystems separately before testing the mobile manipulation system. I tried a range of destinations for the arm’s target position for testing the manipulation system. Similarly, I tried many start and target orientations for testing the navigation system. References [47] and [54] show videos of one of my test runs. The mobile manipulation system can direct a user through a sequence of manipulation and navigation tasks. Figure 4.4 shows snapshots (from [53]) of the user performing different tasks in a sequence. From an arbitrary start location, the user was prompted to navigate to a particular location, and pick an object placed nearby. Then, the controller guided him to a new location to place the object at a nearby target location. The video clip for this experiment is provided in reference [53]. I repeated this experiment multiple times with different targets for the manipulation and navigation tasks.

In my experiments the navigation system could guide the user to within 15 cm of the target location and within 15° of the specified orientation. The manipulation system could place the object to within 1 cm of the target location. In some cases, both the manipulation and navigation systems required multiple iterations for correcting the same degree of freedom to achieve the desired accuracy.

The mobile manipulation system (and the systems developed in chapters 5 and 6) were preliminary systems that were developed for testing the feasibility of providing real-time feedback for human motion tasks. I did not conduct user tests for these systems. Later systems (described in chapters 7, 8, and 9) have detailed user-testing results.

Limitations and future work

My experiments validate two design decision for the current system: the principle of restricted feedback and using human sensing and manipulation abilities. These design choices enable my
Figure 4.4: Different phases of the mobile manipulation application. (a) The blindfolded user is prompted to walk to a location. (b) The user picks an object placed nearby. (c) The user is prompted to walk to a new location. (d) The user is guided to place the object at a specified location.

system to complete interesting tasks with minimal tracking and feedback. However, the current system has limitation that future system may address.

The motion capture system is expensive and confined to a room. Therefore, applications targeted at the mass market that use a motion capture system may not be viable. Other tracking systems such as Microsoft’s Kinect [42] or North Star from Evolution robotics [55] in conjunction with other cheap sensors, such as accelerometers and gyroscopes, may make such application more accessible to the general public.

Restricted feedback limits the present setup to task-based systems because the path followed to achieve the target configuration is not controlled. However, trajectory objectives require the user to follow a particular trajectory in configuration space. It may not be possible to decompose such a trajectory into a sequence of motion primitives.

The results of this experiment show that the present setup can be applied to other applications. The objectives for the mobile manipulation systems are what could be described as point objectives: the system’s objective is to place one particular point on the user’s body, such as the hand, at a target location and orientation. I have extended this system to pose objectives (chapter 5), where the goal configuration is specified for the entire system instead of for a single point. Chapter 6 presents the details of an application that extends the manipulation system to both arms and helps a user fold a T-shirt.

4.3 Lessons learned

The mobile manipulation guidance system had to simultaneously interact with multiple components such as the motion capture system, microcontroller board, etc. One of the limiting factors about testing such a system is the setup time. Calibrating motion capture cameras, user skeletons, establishing communication with the microcontroller and testing motors took 30-45 minutes. Unfortunately, this effort needed to be repeated every session.

Realtime computations on the tracking data made debugging this application extremely challenging. I wrote a simulator to minimize this problem. The simulator simulated the motion of the arm and the body in response to the feedback provided. It also plotted the user’s configuration using a basic GUI. The simulator enabled me to correct errors in the controller’s logic without using the motion capture system. I used the simulator for all systems designed for configuration tasks.

Motion capture systems are primarily designed for offline analysis of the captured motion data. Mislabeling or losing markers sometimes caused the controller algorithm to produce erroneous feedback. A related problem concerns the difference between the position of a marker and the
point on the body the marker represents. This error is difficult to model or predict because of the flexible nature of the human body.
Chapter 5

Arm Posing System

A pose specifies the configuration of all joint angles that define the system. Many real-world applications require users to assume poses. For example, in dance and martial arts taking a certain pose is an important step that requires precise bending of body segments. In sign language a pose implies a specific word. Many exercises require the actor to assume a pose before starting the routine.

The ability to assume whole body configurations may add redundancy to a system which could be used to avoid obstacles in the workspace. For example, while positioning the hand at a target location, it may be necessary to assume a pose such that the elbow does not collide with obstacles.

5.1 System design

I developed a system that guides a four degree-of-freedom model of the arm to a specified pose. The human arm has seven degrees of freedom: three in the shoulder, one in the elbow, one in the forearm, and two in the wrist. My system ignores the two degrees of freedom in the wrist and one in the forearm. For the arm-posing system, a pose is specified with four joint angles: the yaw ($\theta$), pitch ($\phi$) and roll ($\beta$) for the shoulder joint, and the elbow bend ($\alpha$).

The input to the posing system is the target pose defined by a set of four joint angles. I used a motion capture system to track the user. For this system, I used a four marker motion-capture skeleton. Figure 5.1 shows the placement of these markers. The motion capture system tracks the set of four markers and returns the positions of the shoulder, elbow and wrist. Given these marker

![Figure 5.1: Marker positions for the arm skeleton used by the posing system.](image-url)
Figure 5.2: The “roll” degree of freedom is the rotation of the arm when the axis of rotation lies along the upper arm. This motion rotates the plane in which the shoulder, elbow and wrist lie. The angle between the canonical plane and the actual arm planes, $\beta$, is the roll in the arm.

positions the controller calculates the joint angles by solving the inverse kinematics for the arm. Based on the current and the target joint angles, the posing system directs the user through a set of motion primitives to achieve the target pose.

Calculating the user’s pose from marker data

In this section, I will assume that the user’s local frame corresponds exactly to the global frame of the motion capture system. In the user’s local frame, the $z$ axis corresponds to the vertical direction, the $y$ axis corresponds to the direction the user is facing, and the $x$ axis corresponds to the sideways direction. The origin of the user’s frame lies at the base of the shoulder.

For any non-singular position (when the arm is not straight), the controller uses the canonical and actual position of the arm-plane (plane defined by the shoulder, elbow and wrist see figure 5.2) to determine the roll angle. In its canonical position the arm-plane is coplanar with the $x$-$y$ plane, and the upper arm points along the $x$ axis. With this definition, the yaw, pitch and roll degrees of freedom are rotations around the $z$, $y$, and $x$ axes respectively.

Starting with the arm in the canonical plane, any pose given by $(\theta, \varphi, \beta, \alpha)$ can be attained with the following sequence of motions:

- Extend the arm to reach the correct $\alpha$ value.
- Rigidly rotate the arm along the $x$, $y$ and $z$ axes respectively until the arm reaches the target values.

Importantly, the last three rotations rotate both the elbow and the wrist by the same amount. Calculating the yaw and pitch values from the marker positions involves a simple conversion from Cartesian to spherical polar coordinates. Similarly, the bend in the elbow can be determined using the law of cosines on the triangle defined by the shoulder, elbow, and the wrist. These calculation are the same as that for the mobile manipulation system in chapter 4. The rest of this section provides the details for calculating the roll angle.
Let the elbow’s position be $X_1 = (x_1, y_1, z_1)^T$ and the wrist’s position be given by $X_2 = (x_2, y_2, z_2)^T$. Further, let the wrist’s position in the arm’s canonical position after extending the arm to the correct $\alpha$ value be $X_2^c = (x_2^c, y_2^c, z_2^c)^T$.

The rotation matrices for rotations around the $x$, $y$ and $z$ axes are the well-known rotation matrices for rotation around the three Cartesian axes. Let these matrices be called $R_x$, $R_y$, and $R_z$. For a given pose $(\theta, \varphi, \beta, \alpha)$, the rotation around the $z$ and $y$ axis are $\theta$ and $(\pi/2 - \varphi)$. Transforming the wrist from the canonical location $(X_2^c)$ to the target position $(X_2)$ can be expressed as a sequence of three rotations:

$$X_2 = R_z(\theta)R_y(\pi/2 - \varphi)R_x(\beta)X_2^c.$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

For the sake of readability, I will make the following substitutions:

$$c_\beta = \cos \beta, \quad s_\beta = \sin \beta,$$

$$c_2 = \cos \varphi, \quad s_2 = \sin \varphi,$$

$$c_3 = \cos \theta, \quad s_3 = \sin \theta.$$

With these substitutions, equation 5.1 can be written as:

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
  c_3s_2 & -s_3c_\beta + c_3c_2s_\beta & -s_3s_\beta - c_3c_2c_\beta \\
  s_3s_2 & c_3c_\beta + s_3c_2s_\beta & c_3s_\beta - s_3c_2c_\beta \\
  c_2 & -s_2s_\beta & s_2c_\beta
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
  x_2^c \\
  y_2^c \\
  z_2^c
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
  x_2 \\
  y_2 \\
  z_2
\end{pmatrix}.
$$

The above equation gives us three linear equations that express $\cos \beta$ and $\sin \beta$ in terms of known values. The solution for the roll angle is as follows:

$$c_\beta = \frac{k_4 x'_2 - k_2 y'_2}{k_1 k_4 - k_2 k_3} \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\varphi \neq \pi/2 \\
\end{array} \right. \hspace{1cm} (5.2)$$

$$s_\beta = \frac{k_1 y'_2 - k_3 x'_2}{k_1 k_4 - k_2 k_3} \hspace{1cm} (5.3)$$

$$s_\beta = \frac{x_2^2}{k_2} \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\varphi = \pi/2, k_2 \neq 0 \\
\end{array} \right. \hspace{1cm} (5.4)$$

$$c_\beta = \frac{y_2^2}{k_2} \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\varphi = \pi/2, k_2 = 0 \\
\end{array} \right. \hspace{1cm} (5.5)$$

$$s_\beta = \frac{y'_2}{k_1} \quad \varphi = \pi/2, k_2 = 0 \hspace{1cm} (5.6)$$

where

$$k_1 = -s_3 \cdot y_2^c - c_3 \cdot c_2 \cdot z_2, \hspace{1cm}$$

$$k_2 = -s_3 \cdot z_2^c + c_3 \cdot c_2 \cdot y_2^c, \hspace{1cm}$$

$$k_3 = c_3 \cdot y_2^c - s_3 \cdot c_2 \cdot z_3^c, \hspace{1cm}$$

$$k_4 = c_3 \cdot z_2^c + s_3 \cdot c_2 \cdot y_2^c, \hspace{1cm}$$

$$x'_2 = x_2 - c_3 \cdot s_2 \cdot x_2^c, \hspace{1cm}$$

$$y'_2 = y_1 - s_2 \cdot s_3 \cdot x_2^c. \hspace{1cm}$$
Figure 5.3: The feedback motors are placed at intuitive locations for a motion primitive. However, the intuitive mapping between a motion-primitive and the feedback motor depends on the configuration of the arm. The two figures show that the motors that signal the yaw ($\theta$) and pitch ($\phi$) motion-primitive are interchanged for the two configurations of the arm.

Given $c_\beta$ and $s_\beta$, I used the two-argument arc tangent function to calculate the roll angle:

$$\beta = \text{atan2}(s_\beta, c_\beta).$$  \hfill (5.7)

Controller algorithm

The motion primitives for this system are three natural rotations around the shoulder joint and the bending of the elbow. Each of these motion primitives changes the corresponding degree of freedom for the arm.

The posing-system controller obeys the restrictions on feedback described in chapter 4. At any instant, the arm-posing system prompts the user to perform only one motion from the set of motion primitives. The controller sequentially corrects one degree of freedom at a time by prompting the appropriate motion primitive. With precise compliance, the controller needs to correct every degree of freedom only once. Since precise compliance is difficult, the controller relies on the same two criterion that the mobile manipulation system controller relies on for switching from one control to the next: either the difference between the current value and target for the present degree of freedom is less than a threshold, or the user overshoots the target value. I have tried two criterion for selecting the next control: round-robin and maximum error. Round-robin criterion selects the next control in predefined sequence. This criterion is easier to learn, because the user can expect the next correction angle (if the user knows the control sequence). The maximum-error criterion calculates the difference between the user’s state and the target pose for all degrees of freedom, the error for that degree of freedom. The controllers selects the degree of freedom with the maximum error and provides feedback to correct it. Both these criterion provided quick convergence to the target configuration. The choice of the correct criterion depends on the application.

My systems place feedback motors at intuitive locations for a particular motion primitive. These motors push the user in the corrected direction. However, the mapping between a motion primitive and the motor that signals it depends on the arm’s configuration. Figure 5.3 illustrates this problem of non-static mapping for the yaw and pitch degrees of freedom. The motors that intuitively signal yaw and pitch motions are exchanged for the two arm configurations shown in
Figure 5.4: The posing system guides the blindfolded user to copy the poses assumed by the second user. The actor on the left assumes a pose, and the blindfolded actor on the right is prompted to copy it. These images from ([18]) shows a set of four successive poses my system allowed the user to copy.

figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b). The correct mapping depends on the roll value of the arm. Before providing feedback, the controller reevaluates the motion-primitive-to-motor mapping based on the arm’s current configuration.

5.2 Testing and future work

The posing system tracked the user’s arm with four markers placed on the user’s arms as shown in figure 5.1. The motion capture system returns the position of these markers that is used to calculate the user’s pose. Figure 5.3 shows the position of the motors and their respective motion control. The arm posing system uses the user’s current roll angle (β) to solve the problem of ambiguous motor to motion-primitive mapping described in section 5.1. The controller changes the mapping depending on whether the roll angle is less than 30°, between 30° and 150°, or greater than 150°.

I developed a system that lets one user copy poses assumed by another user. In this system, the first user assumed a pose unknown to the second (blindfolded) user, and the arm-posing system guided the second user to that pose. The motion capture system was used to track both the users. Figure 5.4 shows a set of images of successfully completed poses from the video in [18]. These figures show the ability of my system to accurately reproduce a pose, and the potential use for such a system as a training tool for more complex motions.

We further demonstrated the utility of the posing system by guiding a user to pick an object out of a box. Reference [64] shows a video of this application. This task is not possible with the manipulation system in chapter 4, because for some arm configurations the sides of the box will prevent the user’s hand from entering the box.

Limitations and future work

My system set an error threshold of 10° in each joint angle; at the termination of the pose the user’s joint angles were within 10° of the target pose configuration. An error threshold recognizes the limitations of the users and the motion capture system. There are many sources of errors such as slipping of markers, small difference in marker placement on the user, human limitations, etc. Some of these errors such as exact positioning of markers may be reduced further with extremely careful calibration. Other sources of errors such as unreliability in human compliance are difficult to measure and reduce.

Future applications may use alternative sensors for tracking the arm poses. Accelerometers, compasses, gyroscopes, or IMUs can potentially replace the motion capture system. These sensors will also eliminate the need to confine the posing system to the capture area.
Finally, my system can be extended to other parts of the body such as legs, torso, or even to whole body systems. Many applications such as yoga, dance, and martial arts require the user to maintain poses and may benefit from such extensions.

5.3 Lessons learned

The motion capture could not reliably track two users in the capture volume, especially when the users were close to each other. It was difficult to consistently test the copying-poses application for one-arm poses, because of unreliable tracking by the motion capture system. However, this problem became worse when I tried building a system for copying two-arm poses. The controller could guide both arms to a specified two-arm pose, when only one user was present in the capture volume. However, I could not test the two-arm copying-poses system, because the motion capture system could not consistently track two users.

In figure 5.4, the palms of the two users are facing in different directions. This difference arises because the users have different twists in their forearms; our system does not control this degree of freedom. Although not a limitation of the posing system, such differences can be disconcerting. Developing the posing system for many degrees of freedom system may solve this problem. However, such a solution would require placing more markers, motors, and communication devices on an already-crowded arm.

The intuitive mapping from motors to motion primitives changes with the arm’s pose. My controller changed this mapping based on the arm’s current orientation. This adaptive mapping made the system more intuitive.
Chapter 6

Shirt Folding System

I have developed a system that guides a blindfolded user to fold a T-shirt. This system shares many characteristics of configuration-task systems described in chapters 4 and 5. The shirt-folding system uses a motion-capture system to track the user, and Lilypad vibration motors [13] as feedback devices.

On the other hand, this system differs from previous systems in many aspects. The shirt-folding system is more complex than other systems, and controls two arms using restricted feedback. The motion primitives for arm movement are different from those used in mobile manipulation (section 6.1 explains the new motion primitives). The shirt-folding system combines some basic motion primitive into high-level motion tasks, and uses a sequence of such motion tasks for folding a T-shirt.

Another major area of difference is the nature and timing of defining the tasks for the system. T-shirt folding requires several steps. The initial configuration for any folding step (except the first step) is the target configuration for the previous step. The target configurations are specified relative to the initial configuration. From the controller’s perspective, the folding strategy is a hybrid of open and closed loop control. The steps undertaken to fold a T-shirt are defined in an open-loop manner, but the actual target configurations that achieve the fold are specified at run time.

Perhaps the biggest contribution of the shirt folding system is that it demonstrates the ability of my system-setup to perform complex tasks. Folding a T-shirt requires the user to perform a long sequence of motion primitives, where errors may accumulate.

The rest of this chapter describes the design and implementation of the shirt folding system. Section 6.1 describes the system’s design: the motion primitives, the tracking and feedback systems, and the different steps involved in folding a T-shirt. Section 6.2 presents the experimental results, limitations and future work. I will conclude with some lessons learned while designing and implementing this system in section 6.3.

6.1 System design

This section describes the design of the shirt-folding system. The shirt-folding system’s design has three major components: the motion primitives used for folding a T-shirt, the tracking and feedback system, and the sequence of steps that my system uses to fold a T-shirt. The rest of this section presents the details of these three components.
Motion primitives

The shirt folding system uses the Cartesian coordinates of one fingertip on each arm to represent the system’s state. Tracking two fingertips implies that the system has six degrees of freedom, three for each fingertip. The feedback motors are placed on the user’s upper arm and forearm.

I have made a simplifying assumption about the user’s orientation with respect to the world coordinate frame: the user stands facing the positive $y$ coordinate axis. In this orientation, motion along the forward/backward direction corresponds to moving along the $y$ axis. Similarly, moving the arm sideways corresponds to moving it along the $x$ axis. The $z$ axis corresponds to the vertical direction. Moving the arm up or down corresponds to motion along the $z$-axis. This assumption about the user’s orientation is not strictly necessary. The user’s orientation with respect to the world frame is easy to calculate, and converting the gripping finger’s global coordinate to its local coordinates (in the body frame) corresponds to a simple multiplication with a rotation matrix. Figure 6.2 shows the canonical directions for one arm.

The motion primitives correspond to moving the arm along the three canonical ($x$, $y$, $z$) axes. These motions corresponds to moving the arm sideways (left/right), forwards/backwards, and up/down respectively. All these motions are natural for humans, and need no special learning. There are six motion primitives for each arm (moving the finger along positive and negative directions for the three axes) for a total of 12 primitive motions.

I have defined a set of high-level motion tasks by combining these simple motions. Each high-level motion task involves moving the arm(s) to follow a particular sequence of motion primitives. Some of these high-level motion tasks involve moving both arms simultaneously. Moving two arms violates the strict definition of restricted feedback. However, either arm follows only one motion primitive at a time. Each step in the shirt-folding process is achieved using one high-level motion task. The high-level motion tasks are as follows:

- **Place one arm:** This task moves one hand to a particular location while the other arm remains fixed. The placing algorithm executes a sequence of motions, each involving moving the hand parallel to one of $x$, $y$, or $z$ axes. The motion along an axis continues till the coordinate value for the hand matches the corresponding coordinate value for the target location. The controller then corrects another coordinate value, and continues correcting one coordinate at a time until the hand reaches the target location. I have tried two control strategies to select the next coordinate to correct: round-robin and maximum error. The round-robin strategy corrects the three coordinate values in a fixed sequence. My system allows the user to set a specific round-robin sequence. The maximum-error strategy always corrects the coordinate with maximum error first.

- **Move arms parallel:** This task simultaneously moves both arms parallel to one of the three canonical direction and in the same direction. For example, both arms move up (parallel to $z$ axis) till they reach their respective target height.

- **Lay-down forward:** One common shirt-folding maneuver involves spreading out a portion (or whole) of the T-shirt on the table while lowering it. The shirt-folding system achieves this task by lowering the T-shirt in a ladder-like manner—by using alternate down and forward motion. The height of the last step in the ladder determines the fraction of the T-shirt that is folded over. Similarly, one can define the **Lay-down backwards** and **Lay-down sideways** tasks, which only differ in the direction along which the cloth is laid on the table.

In some cases, my system uses the table’s edge for laying down the shirt. For example, to lay down a shirt backwards, the user moves the shirt beyond the forward edge of the table,
Figure 6.1: Critical points on the shirt for the shirt folding strategy. The locations of points $A$ and $B$, along with the length and width of the shirt are the input to the controller. The controller infers the locations of points $C$ and $D$ at runtime.

lowers it to the appropriate height, and then moves the shirt back. (see [71]).

It is possible to define other more complex motion-tasks such as placing both arms simultaneously. However, the shirt-folding system does not require such motion tasks.

User tracking and feedback

I used a Vicon MX motion-capture system to track the user. I defined an 11-marker skeleton to track the user’s arms and torso. Five markers in the skeleton defined the user’s torso (four placed symmetrically on two shoulders and at the waist, and one placed asymmetrically to disambiguate between them) and the direction the user is facing. The torso markers defined the rotation of the body frame with respect to the global frame. Three markers were placed on each arm: one on the upper arm, one at the elbow, and one on the tracking finger. For each arm the marker on the respective shoulder acted as the origin of the local coordinate frame.

My system used 12 motors (six on each arm) to provide feedback. Every motor corresponded to one particular motion primitive (either in positive or negative direction along a canonical axis). The motors on one arm were connected to an XBee module [20]. The XBee modules for an arm and the motors shared a pack of three AAA batteries as their power source. Figure 6.2 shows the placement of the marker and motors on one arm for the shirt folding system. The feedback motors were run in the continuous feedback mode.

Folding sequence

The shirt-folding system folds a T-shirt using a sequence of folding steps. Each folding step involves performing one high-level motion task. The folding controller takes four parameters as inputs: the locations of points $A$ and $B$, and the length ($L$) and width ($W$) of the shirt (figure 6.1). $A$ and $B$ are at the halfway point along the shirt’s length. Folding a T-shirt involves the following sequence of motion tasks (refer to figure 6.1 for points and variables mentioned in the algorithm):

1. Place left hand at $A$.
2. Place right hand at $B$. 
3. Lift the shirt up to a height $L/2$ (Move parallel along Z task). This move halves the shirt along its length.

4. Lay the halved shirt on the table (Lay-down backwards). Calculate the position of points $C$ and $D$ from the current position of the left and right hand. $C$ lies on the line connecting the two hand positions at a distance of $W/4$ from the left hand. $D$ lies on a line perpendicular to that joining the two hands at a distance $L/2$ (see figure 6.1).

5. Place the left hand at $C$.

6. Place the right hand at $D$.

7. Lift the shirt up to a height $L/2$ (Move parallel along Z task).

8. Rotate the shirt by $90^\circ$ in the clockwise direction. (A sequence of alternating place left and place right tasks.)

9. Lay the shirt backwards to a height $W/4$ (Lay-down backwards).

10. Lay the shirt forward on the table (Lay-down forward task).

6.2 Experiment and discussion

The user’s skeleton was calibrated using the motion capture system. The dimensions of the shirt, its position and the height of the table were the inputs to the shirt folding system. Intuitively, the size and location of the T-shirt are the minimum information needed for any system that folds a T-shirt. For better folds, we used the table’s edge for laying the T-shirt down, and so the position of the table’s edge was also an input to the system.

The user was blindfolded and asked to follow the instructions from the shirt-folding system. Figure 6.3 shows a sequence of figures from one run of a user folding a T-shirt (The entire video for the folding sequence in figure 6.3 is available at [71]). I tested the shirt folding system for multiple runs at different times. Users could consistently fold the T-shirt using the system’s feedback, and the average time for the fold was between two and three minutes.
Figure 6.3: Different steps involved in folding a T-shirt. Our systems guides a blindfolded user through a sequence of manipulation moves that fold the T-shirt. Note: not all moves are shown in this figure.

The shirt folding application illustrates some important design philosophies of my systems. My systems use natural hand motions as control primitives. Therefore, no special training was required for the user to learn the primitives. This system extensively uses the human element in the control loop. The human arm is a complex, high-degree-of-freedom system, and moving it in any of the three control directions involves articulating multiple joints. The shirt folding system, however, does not solve the inverse-kinematics problem because it is “naturally solved” by the user. Similarly, grasping cloth is an extremely difficult task for robots that has only recently become somewhat feasible ([8], [37]), but humans have no problem in grasping and manipulating cloth.

The shirt-folding system can guide the user to place a motion-capture marker within one cm of the target location. This accuracy is extremely useful, e.g., in ensuring that both hands lift the T-shirt to exactly the same height so the shirt is laid down symmetrically on the table.

The motion capture system was the source of most errors. The Vicon MX system frequently “lost” markers and is susceptible to bright light sources and reflective surfaces. The most serious problem was the mislabeling of markers. The shirt folding sequence sometimes caused the user’s arms and fingers to cross each other. This crossing sometimes caused the system to mislabel the markers.

Although minimizing the time it takes to fold a T-shirt was not a goal, two to three minutes may seem a little long for folding a T-shirt. However, the folding sequence has ten steps, some of which are made of multiple motion primitives. Also, the shirt folding system waited for two seconds between two steps. Therefore, users change primitives fairly quickly in the folding sequence.
6.3 Lessons learned

Motion-capture systems provide accurate tracking of marker positions. However, marker labeling is a persistent problem with the Vicon MX systems. This problem is extremely difficult to solve, because the human body allows a wide range of motions. The marker labeling algorithm for motion-capture systems solve this problem by optimizing for multiple criteria such as fitting model parameters, adding motion data, recent position of markers, etc. I observed that motions where two markers came together and then diverged lead to many mislabeling errors. This behavior is not surprising, because when two markers are close their labels can be interchanged without significant changes in the error metric. Further, an erroneous labeling is propagated until the motion-capture skeleton’s fit becomes poor. Losing one marker has a similar effect; the system optimizes the markers positions with insufficient data. As a result, I found it best to define folding steps that minimized such ambiguities for the labeling algorithm.

A related problem concerns the difference between the position of a marker and the point on the body the marker represents. For example, the marker representing a the tracked finger is still some distance from the fingertips that grab the cloth. This marker cannot be placed too close to the fingertip, because the cloth might occlude it. This gap combined with the flexibility of the human body introduces an unpredictable error in the system. Fortunately, human subjects intuitively understands the task and can partly compensate for this error.

The shirt folding system validates our assumptions about the human element in the control loop. The Cartesian controls were easily executed by the users without calculating the inverse kinematics for the arm. Similarly, grabbing flexible objects is not difficult for humans. I believe that leveraging human capabilities is an important lesson for future applications. Systems that take advantage of human abilities can achieve complex tasks with relatively simple tracking and feedback.

The hybrid control strategy of having a predefined sequence of tasks whose targets are defined at runtime worked well. This strategy defines the sequence of tasks and how their target configurations are related to each other. The actual planning for each task takes place at runtime. This is a general concept and may be extended to other applications. For example, a system that assists people in mixing ingredients for baking might specify the sequence in which the ingredients must be mixed. The planner could calculate the target configurations at runtime and guide the user accordingly.
Chapter 7

Posture Shirt

Many human motion tasks require people to maintain a fixed posture. For example, it is important for piano players to maintain good posture while playing (see Mora et al. [51]). People working at a desk for extended durations are often advised to maintain a good posture to avoid problems such as chronic back aches. In the absence of external feedback, many people slowly drift from a good posture to a bad one, without noticing the change. This chapter describes the design and implementation for a system that assists people in maintaining a specified torso posture.

The systems described in chapters 4, 5, and 6 were prototypes that explored the range of possibilities for motion-tasks using a motion-capture system to track the user. The posture shirt and the systems presented in chapters 8 and 9 address trajectory tasks. These systems use WiTilt [75] three-axis accelerometers to track the users. Compared to a motion-capture system, WiTilts are cheaper, more portable, and more reliable sensors. Consequently, systems that use WiTilts are more practically viable, and easier to deploy and test. Therefore, I have done more detailed user-testing for these systems.

7.1 Introduction

The posture system tracks the inclination of the user’s torso. The inclination is measured along two axes shown in figure 7.1. These angles measure the amount by which the user bends forward or leans sideways. The posture system defines an ideal state and acceptable thresholds along all measured axes around the ideal state. If the user strays beyond these thresholds, he is prompted to correct his posture. Although users can customize the ideal torso position and thresholds, I fixed these values for the user experiments described in section 7.3.

The present system defines acceptable postures as a range of orientations for the user’s torso\(^1\). My system estimates the torso’s inclination by tracking the orientation of the user’s upper back. The goals for the posture systems are as follows:

- **Maintain a posture:** The posture system should restrain the user’s torso inclination to a small range around the ideal orientation.

- **Cheap, accurate and mobile system:** Build a portable system using cheap and accurate devices.

- **Minimally intrusive and minimally-distracting feedback:** The feedback should be sufficient to achieve the system’s goals, but not too excessive to frustrate the users.

\(^1\)This definition of good posture may not match the clinical definition of a good posture. It may be possible to develop systems that enforce clinically defined good postures.
Figure 7.1: The tracking and feedback systems. The posture system measures the inclination around the bend and the lean axes. WiTilts track the user’s orientation and the feedback motors provide appropriate feedback.

- Permit small transient motions: People shift, bend, or slightly move even while working at a desk. The feedback algorithm should not provide feedback for such transient motions.

The posture system uses accelerometers to track the user and Lilypad [13] vibration motors to provide feedback. These devices are mounted on a shirt. Thus, the system is a portable motion feedback system that uses off-the-shelf, inexpensive tracking and feedback devices. Section 7.2 describes the design of the system. I tested the posture system with ten volunteers. Sections 7.3 presents the results of these experiments. Section 7.4 evaluates the limitations of the current system, and identifies areas of future work. I will conclude in section 7.5 with lessons learned.

7.2 System design

In this section, I will briefly review the three major components for the posture system: the tracking devices and their data, the feedback system, and the controller algorithm.

Tracking system

The posture system tracks the inclination of the user’s upper back. It measures the inclination of the back along two axes: one running along the waist, and the other parallel to the ground and perpendicular to the first axis. Figure 7.1 shows these two axes. I will refer to the rotation around the first axis (running along the waist) as the bend in the user’s torso, and the inclination along the second axis as the lean.

The posture system uses WiTilt [75] wireless accelerometers (see chapter 3 for details about WiTilt) to track the orientation of the user’s back. One WiTilt was placed on the user’s upper back, just below the neck (see figure 7.1). In this orientation, the X and Y axes of the accelerometer were aligned with the user’s back; as the user bends or leans sideways, the changes are measured by the accelerometer. My system defines bad configurations as deviations from the ideal positions along these two axes. It may be possible to assume bad postures without changing the upper back’s inclination, e.g., by twisting one’s back. Such postures are acceptable configurations for the current system. However, it should be easy to extend the current system, probably with additional sensors such as inertia measurement units, to detect and correct more expansive definitions of unacceptable postures.
Feedback system

I used four Lilypad vibration motors [13] as feedback devices. These motors were placed on the abdomen, the lower back, and two sides as shown in figure 7.1. The controller buzzes a motor when the user’s posture exceeds the threshold in that direction. For example, when the user leans too far to the left, the motor on the left side buzzes.

Since this system enforces corrective feedback, a motors only buzzes till the user’s posture is outside the acceptable threshold. These motors are controlled using an XBee RF module [20] that is mounted on the user’s clothes.

Controller design

The WiTilt mounted on the user’s back conveys the user’s torso orientation to the posture system’s controller. Based on a history of the user’s state, the controller decides what, if any, corrective feedback to provide. Collecting the user’s state information is straightforward. Similarly, once the controller determines the necessary feedback, delivering it via the feedback and communication systems is simple. Most of the controller’s design focuses on determining when to provide the user with corrective feedback.

My controller’s design is based on three feedback philosophies: non-intrusiveness, accuracy, and forgiveness for transient motions. Non-intrusiveness implies that the feedback should be delivered to cause minimum distraction. Accuracy demands that the controller provide corrective feedback whenever the user assumes a posture that is not permitted. The guiding principle for forgiving transient motions is usability. A system that buzzes a motor every time a user is beyond a threshold configuration is not desirable. The errors in the user’s posture could be due to temporary sensor noise. In such a case, the user would get incorrect feedback. Users frequently bend forward or lean sideways even while sitting, e.g., bending forward to pick a glass of water. If the user’s configuration changes beyond the threshold during such motions, the controller should not provide...
corrective feedback.

However, distinguishing transient motions from bad postures is difficult for systems with limited sensing. In some sense, forgiving transient motions enhances the usability of the system at the cost of accuracy. My system uses a simple time-based heuristic to separate bad postures from transient motions.

Figure 7.2 shows the finite-state-machine-based controller algorithm. The controller starts in the User ok state, and uses a history of the user’s states for calculating the required feedback. If the user continuously strays beyond the threshold orientation for more than $\delta$ seconds (for a fixed value $\delta$), the controller switches on the appropriate feedback motor and transitions to the Buzz user state. If the user returns to an acceptable posture or stays in the current (incorrect) posture for more than a timeout duration, the controller stops the feedback and transitions to the Wait for restart state. After waiting a fixed duration in the Wait for restart state, the controller clears its history and again transitions to the User ok state.

The controller allows the user to stray outside the threshold for $\delta$ seconds before providing feedback. This delay is useful in allowing short-term, transient motions such as picking up objects. Once it has buzzed the user for a fixed time, the controller stops and waits before starting the feedback loop again. This second delay in providing feedback allows users to finish actions that require a little more time such as tying shoelaces. Overall, avoiding to constantly buzz the user increases the system’s usability.

7.3 Experiments and results

I tested the posture system on ten volunteers. In this section, I will present the details of my experiments: the experimental setup, results measuring my system’s performance, and the results of a user feedback survey I conducted.

Experimental setup

I conducted the experiment on ten volunteers. Before starting the experiments, I explained the goals of the experiment and the details of the tracking and feedback devices to the users. The experiment consisted of two parts, each lasting ten minutes. In the first part, my system measured the user’s torso’s orientation without providing feedback. In the second part, in addition to tracking the user’s orientation, the posture system provided the user feedback to confine them to the desired target orientation. I calibrated the users at the beginning of each part. The calibration process measured the reference accelerometer values for the ideal orientation; the user’s current state was measured relative to this ideal value.

My experiments used a $\delta$ value of three seconds and a timeout duration of five seconds before restarting the feedback loop. I used a threshold value of $15^\circ$ along all four directions; the user was allowed to bend $15^\circ$ forwards, backwards and on either sides. All subjects were requested to sit at their desk and work normally during the experiment.

System results

Figure 7.3 shows the results of using my the posture for one user. The two green and yellow horizontal lines correspond to the bending and leaning thresholds for the user. Ideally, the user’s bending and leaning values must remain between these two horizontal lines. The blue and black curves in the graphs correspond to the user’s bending and leaning angles measured by the sensor.
Figure 7.3: Example results for one subject using the posture system. (a) User’s posture data without feedback. (b) User’s posture data with feedback. The portions where the user strayed beyond the threshold is shown in pink. The green and yellow lines show the threshold values for the bending and leaning of the torso. Ideally, the user should stay between those lines at all times.

The pink portion of these curves corresponds to periods when the user was not in an acceptable orientation.

It is clear from figures 7.3(a) and figure 7.3(b) that the user strayed beyond the acceptable threshold significantly more without feedback. In figure 7.3(b), within a short time of straying over the threshold the user returned to an acceptable configuration. For all ten users, figure 7.4 shows the percentage of time the users were sitting in a bad posture both with and without feedback. The black curves in figure 7.4 (corresponding to the feedback case) is significantly below the blue curves (corresponding to the case with no feedback), with the difference between them sometimes close to 90%.

Figure 7.4: Aggregate results for all ten users. The blue curve shows the percentage of time a user strayed beyond the permitted threshold without any feedback. The black curve shows the percentage of time the user strayed beyond the threshold using the feedback system.
Figure 7.5: Results to questions from a feedback survey administered to the users. (a) How accurate was the feedback? (b) How comfortable was the system to use? (c) How intrusive or annoying was the feedback?

User-experience results

After testing my system, I asked the users to answer a questionnaire about the system’s usability and effectiveness. Figure 7.5 shows the answers to some questions in the feedback survey. Six of the ten users rated the system’s feedback as highly accurate (80%-100%) and the others rated it as accurate (60%-100%) (figure 7.5(a)). Similarly, seven of the ten users rated the systems as comfortable or somewhat comfortable (figure 7.5(b)). Figure 7.5(c) shows that half the users found the vibration feedback somewhat intrusive or annoying, while the other half did not find it intrusive at all. Eight of the ten users said they would be somewhat likely or extremely likely to use this system for an extended duration (results not shown). All ten users agreed that the system was effective in helping them maintain the desired posture (results not shown).

I sought the user’s comments on different aspects of the system. Many users liked the simplicity, accuracy, and non-intrusiveness of the system. Three users also liked the delayed-buzzing algorithm. The most unpopular aspect of the system were the tight shirts. In the suggested improvements section, some users desired a way to attach the motors on top of normal clothing.
7.4 Limitations and future work

Although the results for the system’s efficiency and user experience are encouraging, my experiments are a small-scale study. Future studies with larger sizes and longer durations would be needed to strengthen the current results.

Another possible extension might be to extend the current system to enforce a clinical definition of good posture. My system provides a good starting point for such applications. The current study was restricted to users working at a desk. Activities such as standing and walking also require good posture. It should be possible to extend the current system to newer activities.

Instead of fixing parameters, such as the bending threshold, future systems might learn these parameters. For example, such a system may seek the user’s response every time it provided feedback, and learn the user’s preferences over time. However, repeatedly asking user’s feedback would make a system more intrusive and may deter users from using the system for long durations.

The current system needs a computer to run the controller program and interact with the sensors. However, microcontroller boards such as Arduino BT [3] can perform the same function. Future systems may be entirely self contained: the user merely wears the shirt that has the sensors, feedback devices and a microcontroller board all mounted on it.

7.5 Lessons learned

My system allows users to customize different parameters such as thresholds for orientation tolerance, and delays for feedback. However, to ensure uniformity across subjects, I had to fix these values during user testing. Selecting such uniform values is difficult. For example, some users praised the delay in giving feedback, but one user thought the duration was too small. Fixing usability parameters can skew the user feedback results.

Although the feedback is viewed favorably, some users were unhappy with the shirt because it was too tight and could not be worn on top of regular clothing. A different and more usable shirt design would have made the system more user friendly. The posture system needs to balance accuracy versus usability: tighter shirts allow more accurate tracking, but are uncomfortable to wear.
Chapter 8

Arm Motion Controller

The arm-motion feedback system assists users in precisely performing a particular arm motion. This system provides corrective feedback for trajectory tasks, as opposed to the restricted feedback for configuration-task systems such as the shirt folding system described in chapter 6. Trajectory tasks assume that the user understands the motion, but needs assistance in performing the motion precisely.

Many motions have the following structure: perform an action to get to a desired configuration, hold that pose for a fixed amount of time, and move on to another (or the same) action. Consider the action of squeezing a rubber ball for rehabilitation. The user squeezes the rubber ball till a target configuration, then holds the ball in that state, and finally releases it. Achieving the precise pose and holding it for a precise time may be deceptively difficult. Furthermore, the motion description may require the user to move only certain body parts while maintaining other body parts in a fixed configuration. The arm-motion feedback system addresses all three issues mentioned above:

- **Precision**: The system guides the user to a precisely defined target pose.
- **Timing**: Once the user has achieved the desired pose, the system provides feedback to maintain that pose for a specific duration.
- **Form**: The controller provides feedback that constrains the non-active body segments to a fixed configuration.

The rest of this chapter describes the design, implementation, and experiments for the arm-motion feedback system. Section 8.1 presents the design of the three major components of the system: tracking system, controller, and feedback system. Section 8.2 describes experiments and results for the arm-motion feedback system. Section 8.3 discusses some limitations of the current system along with possible extensions. I will conclude in section 8.4 with the lessons learned while developing this system.

### 8.1 System overview

The arm-motion feedback system consists of three parts: a tracking system, a controller that calculates and conveys the appropriate feedback based on the user’s current state, and a feedback system that provides the corrective feedback. In this section, I will briefly describe each of these components.
8.1.1 Controller design

The human body consists of multiple degrees of freedom. For a given action, these degrees of freedom maybe divided in two classes: active and constrained. Active degrees of freedom change their state over the course of the motion, while the constrained degrees of freedom maintain their state. Usually, a motion segment terminates when the active degrees of freedom achieve their target configuration. For some motions, it may be necessary to maintain the constrained degrees of freedom in a fixed configuration. Once the user reaches the target configuration, he may maintain that pose for a fixed duration before continuing on to the next motion segment. Calisthenics provide good examples of such a motion paradigm. For example, in a squat, the knees are the active degree of freedom while the waist (the legs-torso joint) is the constrained degree of freedom. The user bends his knee joints to the target angle, while keeping the torso upright. The user maintains this target configuration for some fixed duration, before straightening the knees and going back to the original position.

Task specification

The arm-motion feedback system treats the expected motion as a sequence of motion segments. Every motion segment has at least two tasks associated with it: a foreground task that contains the details for the active degree of freedom, and a set of background tasks for the constrained degrees of freedom.

Every task has two attributes: a terminating condition and a waiting time. For foreground tasks the terminating condition specifies the target configuration for the active degrees of freedom. The waiting time specifies the time that the user must remain in the target configuration before moving to the next motion segment. For background tasks, the terminating condition specifies the configuration that the constrained degrees of freedom must maintain for the duration of the motion segment. The waiting time for background tasks is zero.

The user defines a motion by specifying the sequence of motion segments and the foreground and background tasks associated with each segment. The controller processes the motion segments sequentially, and provides corrective feedback.

For both foreground and background tasks, the controller allows an error threshold. The arm-motion feedback system guides the user’s pose to within this error threshold of the target configuration.

Controller algorithm

The controller calculates the feedback for foreground and background tasks separately. It models the algorithm for calculating the feedbacks as a finite-state-machine (FSM), where the output for each state depends on its current state and the sensor values\(^1\). Figures 8.1(a) and 8.1(b) show FSMs for calculating the foreground and background task feedback respectively.

The FSM that calculates the feedback for foreground tasks has two states: a USER OK state and the WAITING state. In the USER OK state, if the user’s current state meets the target configuration the controller immediately transitions to the WAITING state. Otherwise, the controller provides appropriate feedback until the user reaches the target configuration. In the WAITING state, the controller waits for the time specified by the foreground task. After waiting for the required time, the controller prompts the user to transition to the next motion segment.

\(^{1}\)Our algorithm most closely resembles a Mealy machine, where sensor values are the input to the current state and the feedback motor to buzz is the output value.
The FSM for calculating the background feedback is different from that for foreground tasks. Once the controller determines that a background task requires feedback, it provides the appropriate feedback and immediately transitions to the WAITING state. The controller remains in the WAITING state for a fixed duration, before transitioning to the USER OK state. Unlike foreground tasks, the timeout in the WAITING state for background tasks is a constant.

Figure 8.1 shows a flowchart of the controller’s overall algorithm, where figures 8.1(a) and 8.1(b) show the algorithms used to determine the feedback for the foreground and background tasks respectively.

Figure 8.2: A flowchart showing the major components of the controller algorithm. Figures 8.1(a) and 8.1(b) show the algorithms used to determine the feedback for the foreground and background tasks respectively.
8.1.2 Tracking devices

I used WiTilts [75] to track the user’s arm configuration. The WiTilts were mounted on the user’s upper arm and forearm to track the two segments. Section 8.2 presents the configuration space variables for my application along with the details of calculating these variables from WiTilt data.

Data filtering

WiTilts provide accurate acceleration data about their three axes, but this data is noisy. This noise causes spikes in the acceleration values, even when the underlying motion is smooth. The controller mitigates the effects of noise by using a low-pass filter. A low-pass filter calculates a weighted average of the sensor data in a history window. The controller provides feedback based on this average instead of the actual sensor values.

Let \( x_i \) represents the \( i \)th sensor value in the sensor’s data stream. Also, let \( y_i \) be the value the controller uses to determine the feedback. The value \( y_i \) is obtained by processing \( x_i \). The controller assumes that the sensor data should not change substantially between two successive readings. This assumption is valid if the sensor is polled at a sufficiently high frequency and the underlying motion is not too fast. Both of these assumptions are valid for the current system. Under these assumptions, \( y_i \) is obtained from the raw sensor data, \( x_i \), as follows:

\[
y_i = \begin{cases} 
(1 - \beta(i))y_{i-1} + \beta(i)x_i & i > 1, \\
x_i & i = 1,
\end{cases}
\]

for \( 0 \leq \beta(i) \leq 1 \). The new filtered value, \( y_i \), is a weighted average of the older processed value \( y_{i-1} \) and the new sensor value \( x_i \), where the relative weights of the two terms are determined by \( \beta(i) \). The magnitude of \( \beta(i) \) measures the confidence in the new sensor reading \( x_i \). In the extreme cases, \( \beta(i) = 1 \) implies complete confidence in the new sensor readings, whereas \( \beta(i) = 0 \) implies no confidence. \( \beta(i) \) is calculated using the following formula:

\[
\beta(i) = \max(\beta_{\text{min}}, 1 - \frac{\delta x_i}{\delta_{\text{max}}}),
\]

where \( \delta x_i \) is the absolute value of the change in the sensor reading given by

\[
\delta x_i = \min(\delta_{\text{max}}, |y_{i-1} - x_i|),
\]

\( \delta_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum permissible change in the sensor reading, and \( \beta_{\text{min}} \) is a lower bound on the weight of the new sensor reading.

This formula is based on the following principle: the more the value of \( x_i \) differs from \( y_{i-1} \), the lower the confidence in its accuracy. Consequently, as the difference between \( y_{i-1} \) and \( x_i \) increases, the value of \( \beta(i) \) increases. Also, the bounds on \( \beta(i) \) ensure a minimum weight for the new sensor value.

Figure 8.3 shows the effect of filtering on the sensor data. The \( \alpha \) and \( \phi \) values represent the bend at the elbow and the elevation of the upper arm respectively. Figures 8.3(a) and 8.3(b) show the raw sensor values for the two angles. This data contains minor spikes due to noise. Figures 8.3(c) and 8.3(d) show the same data filtered using equation 8.1. The filtered data is smoother and follows the general data trend better than the raw data.
8.1.3 Feedback devices

The arm-motion-feedback system uses Lilypad vibration motors [13] for providing motion feedback. The Lilypad motors were controlled using XBee radios (refer to chapter 3), which were also mounted on the user’s body. The vibration motors were used in two modes: continuous mode for the active degrees of freedom and pulsing mode for the constrained degrees of freedom.

Pulsing mode requires the feedback software to run asynchronously with the tracking and control software (refer to chapter 3). The arm-motion feedback system solves the asynchrony problem with a client-server architecture. The feedback system starts a server that listens to commands from the controller, and controls the feedback motors accordingly. A client-server architecture offers several advantages. The details of communicating with the XBees are abstracted from the controller. For large systems, the client and server may run on separate machines, freeing the client system’s resource for tracking and controller software.
Figure 8.4: Examples of the arm motion under different feedback conditions. (a) and (b) No feedback, only verbal description. (b) Visual instructions from watching an example video. (c) Vibration feedback with my system. All figures are from different trials of the same subject. $\alpha$ refers to the bend in the elbow and $\phi$ refers to the elevation of the upper arm. The green horizontal lines show the tolerated threshold for the error in the elbow bend, and the magenta lines show the tolerated threshold for the upper arm elevation.
8.2 Experiments and results

I tested my system with human users for a particular arm motion. Section 8.2.1 describes the details of the experiment: the motion that users were tested on and the protocol used to test the system. Section 8.2.2 presents the results of the user experiments, and section 8.2.3 describes the results of a user feedback survey conducted as part of this experiment.

8.2.1 Experiment design

I tested the arm-motion-feedback system for a simple repetitive arm motion. The motion involves moving the forearm to bend/extend the elbow joint. This motion is similar to an arm-curl in weight lifting. The motion involved performing two motion segments sequentially. The foreground task for the experiment was the motion of the forearm to control the bend in the elbow joint. The first motion segment involved extending the forearm so that the bend in the elbow joint was 150°. The second motion segment involved bending the elbow joint until the bend was 90°. These angles are natural angles, and so they are easy for the users to understand. The waiting time between the two tasks was three seconds.

For each of the foreground tasks, the associated background task was to maintain the upper arm parallel to the ground. This background task prevents the upper arm from dropping while performing arm exercises.

The complete specification for the task could be stated as: bend/extend the arm till the target configuration, hold the pose for three seconds and maintain the upper arm in a horizontal position all through the motion. I evaluated my system on all three aspects of the motion: accuracy of the foreground task, maintaining form for the background task, and holding the pose for the correct duration between tasks.

The configuration space for the controller is the angle of the elbow joint and the elevation of the upper arm. My system uses WiTilt three-axes accelerometers [75] to track the user’s arm configuration. Two WiTilts, one mounted on the user’s upper arm and another mounted on the user’s forearm, were used to calculate the user’s current state. These devices were placed such that their XY plane aligned with the plane of the user’s upper arm and forearm (see figure 8.5).

WiTilts provide the elevation (pitch) and roll angles for the segments they are placed on. The elevation of the upper arm was the configuration space variable controlled by the background task.

[A fully extended forearm makes an angle of 180° and a fully bent forearm makes an angle of 0°.]
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The controller calculated the bend in the elbow using the elevation value of both the upper
arm and the forearm. Choose a coordinate frame so that both the upper arm and the forearm lie
in the XY plane. An arm segment represents a vector in the XY plane. Given the two vectors,
representing the upper arm and the forearm, it is straightforward to calculate the angle between
them.

The feedback system consists of four motors that control the foreground and background tasks.
The motors for foreground task are place at the wrist, while those for the background task are
placed on the upper arm.

8.2.2 System results

I tested the arm-motion feedback system on 10 volunteers. Every volunteer was asked to perform
the motion under three feedback conditions:

- **Verbal instructions**: I verbally described the motion—the foreground, background tasks
  and waiting times—to the volunteer. The volunteer performed the motion based on the verbal
description. This case is similar to reading an exercise description and performing it.

- **Visual instructions**: The volunteer was shown a video of the expected motion. From the
  video, the volunteers could estimate the amount of bend in the elbow, the positioning of the
  upper arm, and the waiting time. The volunteers were asked to perform the specified motion
  after watching the video. The visual instruction case is similar to watching a motion video
  and then trying to duplicate the motion offline.

- **Vibration feedback**: The volunteer was provided feedback with vibration motors as he
  performed the motion. This case tests the effectiveness of our system in providing corrective
  feedback for the motion task.

For each of the three feedback cases, each user was asked to perform the motion three times.
Each of these trials lasted 45 seconds. Before every trial, I calibrated the user. During calibration
the user was asked to hold the upper arm and forearm in a particular pose. The changes in the
user’s configuration were measured with respect to this reference configuration.

Figure 8.4 shows the results from one user for two trials each with verbal instructions (fig-
ures 8.4(a) and 8.4(b)), with visual instructions (figure 8.4(c) and 8.4(d)), and with vibration
feedback (figures 8.4(e) and 8.4(f)). In these figures, $\alpha$ refers to the bend in the elbow joint and $\phi$
refers to the elevation of the upper arm. The yellow and magenta horizontal lines represent the error
threshold around the target configurations for the foreground and background tasks respectively.

For an ideal motion, the upper arm should stay perfectly horizontal, and the $\phi$ curve should
always remain between the error threshold lines. The $\alpha$ value should change monotonically till
it reaches the target configuration (somewhere between the yellow lines). Once at the target
configuration, this curve should remain almost flat for the duration of the waiting period. After
the waiting period, the $\alpha$ curve should change directions to move to the target configuration for
the next task. All six curves in figure 8.4 show periodic behavior, but they differ in accuracy.

For the examples shown in figures 8.4(a) and 8.4(b), the user does not bend the elbow by the
correct amount, and the waiting period after each task is extremely short. After an initial period,
the upper arm drops, as evidenced by the $\phi$ values dropping below the acceptable threshold.

Visual instructions improved the user’s performance as shown in figures 8.4(c) and 8.4(d). The
waiting interval between tasks is longer than in the case with verbal instructions, and the upper
arm is closer to the required configuration (the $\phi$ curve is closer to the threshold). However,
both the $\alpha$ and $\phi$ values do not meet their target configuration accurately. Interestingly, for both
Figure 8.6: Results for the cumulative data for the background constraint. (a) The fraction of time the background constraint was violated for every trial run for the three different modes of feedback. (b) A histogram of the values shown in (a).

verbal instruction and visual instruction cases, the target $\alpha$ values for the foreground task are not consistent across different iterations.

Figures 8.4(e) and 8.4(f) show the user’s performance when provided with vibration feedback. The user performs the task accurately. For the foreground tasks, the user’s target configurations lie between the yellow line. The upper arm’s elevation mostly remains within the threshold for the background task. The waiting interval between the successive tasks is consistent and closer to the desired value (three seconds) than for other modes of feedback.

The examples shown in figure 8.4 are representative of the general performance for the three experimental conditions. Figure 8.6 shows the aggregate results for the violation of the background constraints. For every trial, it is easy to calculate the fraction of observations where the background constraint was violated. Figure 8.6(a) plots this fraction for all the user trials for the three modes of feedback. Figure 8.6(b) plots the data in figure 8.6(a) as a bar graph. For vibration feedback, most trials have a small (less than 10%) fraction of observations where the background constraint was violated. However, this bias is not shown by the other two modes of feedback. Both visual instruction and verbal instructions systems show an almost uniform distribution for the fraction of observations that violated the background constraint. These results show that real-time feedback was effective in assisting users to observe the background constraint.

Automatically measuring the terminating value and waiting period from the user data is extremely difficult. Although my system identifies the user’s current state and task for providing feedback, this data cannot be used to measure the accuracy of the system. I designed a heuristic method to identify the terminating condition and waiting-interval length from the foreground task data. My method plots a best fit line between every point and successive data points that are at most 4000 ms away. If the line is almost horizontal (with slope below a small threshold), it implies that the user’s state did not change significantly during that interval. This line is, therefore, retained as a line representing a potential terminating condition for a foreground task.

If starting at point $i$, multiple such lines can be drawn between $i$ and $i + k$ (for different values of $k$), the longest such interval is chosen. Finally, if multiple intervals (starting at different values of $i$) overlap, the longest amongst them is chosen. The duration of such interval gives an estimate of
Figure 8.7: Two examples of the terminating intervals estimated by my algorithm. The red circles show the points that my algorithm chose as forming the terminating intervals for the user data.

(a) Example 1 of interval chosen by the heuristic algorithm.
(b) Example 2 of interval chosen by the heuristic algorithm.

Figure 8.8: Histograms showing the termination condition for foreground tasks, and the waiting interval between these tasks. The waiting time duration and termination condition were calculated using my heuristic algorithm.
the time the user spent in a fixed pose before transitioning. The average value of the points in the
interval represents the target configuration achieved by the user. It is, thus, possible to estimate
both the terminating condition as well as the waiting period for different foreground tasks from the
intervals identified by my algorithm.

This method of selecting termination intervals clearly favors larger intervals over smaller ones.
This bias towards larger interval is demonstrated in figure 8.7. The red circles in the figure show
the termination intervals selected by my algorithm. Visually inspecting these intervals shows that
the algorithm correctly identifies the approximate location of these termination intervals. A closer
look reveals that the algorithm overestimates the length of the interval. It includes points that do
not necessarily correspond to the user holding his pose at the end of a foreground task.

However, this algorithm provides a method to estimate the distribution of target configurations
and waiting durations between foreground tasks. I calculated the termination condition and waiting
time for all the intervals returned by the algorithm.

Figure 8.8 shows the results from the heuristic algorithm. Both verbal- and visual-instructions
systems show a large spread in the termination angle and the waiting intervals between foreground
tasks. On the other hand, the terminating angle for vibration feedback shows two sharp peaks at
150° and 90°, the terminating conditions defined by our task descriptions. Also, the waiting time
between foreground tasks show a sharp peak around 4000 ms and rapidly decrease; users showed
small variance in their waiting time when they were provided vibration feedback. This implies
that my system prompts users to wait for a consistent duration. The wait time of 4000 ms is,
however, slightly longer that the 3000 ms specified by the tasks. The greedy nature of my heuristic
algorithm, which tries to find the longest waiting interval, may be partly responsible for the longer
waiting intervals.

In summary, the arm-motion feedback system provided effective feedback for all three aspects
of the motion: accuracy, timing and form. This system was able to elicit uniform performance
across users, as shown by sharp peaks in the distributions for the three motion metrics.

8.2.3 User-experience results

Figure 8.9 shows the results of user response to some feedback questions. All ten users responded
that it was easy to learn the system (figure 8.9(a)), with six replying that it was extremely easy
to learn the system. To the question “How comfortable was the system to use”, nine of the ten
users replied either somewhat comfortable or extremely comfortable (figure 8.9(b)). Further, eight
users thought that the feedback was perfect for the application (figure 8.9(c)), whereas the other
two thought it was somewhat lacking. All users thought that the system was helpful in improving
their performance for the given task (results not shown).

In addition to the above questions, I also asked users about the aspects of the system they liked
or disliked. Most users liked the simple, accurate and realtime feedback and some felt it helped
them identify hard to find errors. Two users responded that the system needs better delivery
mechanisms such as smaller sensors and different shirts. Sports/gym applications were the most
common response to a question that asked users about potential applications for this system.

8.3 System limitations and future work

The results presented in sections 8.2.2 and 8.2.3 are encouraging, but the current system has some
limitations. The arm-motion feedback system does not control the speed at which the user performs
the motion task. Some motion tasks need to be performed not only precisely, but with a specific
speed. The current system cannot be used for such motion tasks. Chapter 9 describes a system that provides users with basic velocity feedback.

Currently, the system ignores the user’s reaction time when considering how long to wait before switching to the next task. This may lengthen the waiting period between foreground tasks, and may also contribute to longer waiting intervals observed in figure 8.8(b). A predictive system that takes user’s reaction time into consideration may improve the system’s performance.

I have tried the current system for a simple motion task. Trying this system for more complex motion tasks, possible involving other body segments such as the torso, is a promising area for future work. Calisthenics and other exercises provide excellent potential applications for such systems.

Future systems could integrate all components of the current system—tracking, controller and feedback—into one system. One way to achieve this goal could be to use a microcontroller board to perform all these functions. The microcontroller board could read data from the sensors, run the

---

3This is speculative, because any delay in responding to the start feedback should be canceled by the delay in stopping with response to the stopping of the motor’s buzzing
controller algorithm to determine the corrective feedback, and control the vibration motors using its output pins.

8.4 Lessons learned

It is difficult to measure the user performance, especially the waiting interval between foreground tasks, from the user’s performance data. I tried different heuristics to measure the waiting periods, but they all showed systematic bias. Hough Transform, a well-known method for identifying lines in an image, was not applicable in this case, because the data is sparse. I could demonstrate my system’s consistency by showing that the distribution of waiting interval lengths (under systematic bias) has sharp peaks. However, this is a weaker result than showing that the waiting interval lengths match those specified by the task.

In absence of filtering, the sensor data frequently contains spikes due to noise (as shown in figures 8.3(a) and 8.3(b)). Such spikes can incorrectly trigger the background task controller to provide a vibration pulse. Filtering the data removes most such spikes, but does not affect the quality of feedback.

My system needs to be calibrated before every trial. Such frequent calibration may detract users from testing the system for extended periods. One reason for this repeated calibration is the small number of sensors that I use. Using multiple sensors and combining their relative data might provide an easier way to calibrate the user. However, more sensors need more space on the user’s body and increase the complexity of the tracking algorithm.

Apart from the official feedback forms, informal interactions with the users revealed their preferences for different aspects of the system. Some aspects of the system such as buzzing motors (for foreground tasks) till the user reached the target configuration were universally liked. User opinion was divided over other aspects such as providing vibration pulses for background tasks even while the foreground motors were buzzing. Ideally, user feedback should be incorporated right from the development stage. Such a practice would lead to higher user satisfaction with the final system.
Chapter 9

Motion Feedback System to Synchronize Two Users

Human beings need to synchronize actions for many applications: rowing as part of a crew, dancing as a troupe, synchronized swimming, tug-of-war, etc. Individual actors need to synchronize their actions to properly execute these motions. Systems that synchronize users have the potential to greatly improve the performance of such motions.

Actions need synchronizing in many different contexts, each with their own challenges and objectives. For example, in rowing and tug-of-war all actors need to apply force at the same time. On the other hand, dancers in a troupe need to execute their actions in the proper sequence with precise timing.

I have built a motion-synchronization system that synchronizes two users. My system concentrates on one particular application: synchronizing the motion of two actors where one acts as a leader and the other as a follower. In this system, the actors cannot see each other, and the feedback from vibration motors is the only external cue to synchronize their motion. Further, only the follower receives feedback to match the leader; the leader is free to perform the action at his own pace. Practical examples of a “leader-follower” scenario are aerobics or dancing classes where students try to emulate their teacher’s actions. In many instances, the followers may not see the leader, e.g., in a dance lesson where they are facing away from the instructor, or yoga lessons where the yoga pose prohibits the students from looking at the instructor.

The rest of this chapter describes the design, implementation, and experiments for the motion-synchronization system. Section 9.1 describes the design of the major components of the synchronization system. Section 9.1 presents experimental results for a system that I implemented. Section 9.3 discusses the limitations of the present system, and future extension. I will conclude in section 9.4 with some lessons learned from my experience in building this system.

9.1 System overview

Before presenting the overview of the different components of my system, I will define some terminology. The motion-synchronization system has two users: a leader and a follower. In the rest of this chapter, the term user refers to either the leader or the follower. Human motions often consist of a sequence of motion segments, motion fragments with almost-constant joint-velocities. While performing a motion sequence, at any instant a user is performing one particular motion segment. I will refer to a user’s current motion segment as the motion state of the user. The motion state for a user is different from the user’s state, which refers to the current configuration (joint angles).
of the user.

The motion-synchronization system is composed of three major subsystems:

1. **Tracking system**: Tracking devices measure the users’ current state. This system used WiTilts [75] for tracking the users.

2. **Controller**: The controller provides appropriate corrective feedback based on the leader and follower’s state. The controller has to infer the users’ motion state to calculate the feedback. My system uses a simple state-based algorithm for inferring a user’s current motion-state.

3. **Feedback system**: My system uses Lilypad vibration motors [13] in pulsing mode (refer to chapter 3) to provide motion feedback. The controller provides velocity feedback by changing the frequency of the vibration pulses.

The rest of this section describes the design of the describes the feedback system and the controller in detail.

### 9.1.1 Feedback system

The motion-synchronization system uses Lilypad vibration motors [13] to provide feedback. The vibration motors provide information about both the particular action to perform as well as the relative speed of the action. The continuous mode (see to chapter 3) is not sufficient to convey both the action and its velocity. Insufficient, in this context, implies using a single motor. Some users suggested using multiple motors to convey both the action and velocity information. Therefore, this system uses the vibration motors in the pulsing mode.

A vibration pulse buzzes the vibration motors for $\delta$ ms (for some constant $\delta$). The interval between two vibration pulses signifies the velocity of the motion. From a user’s perspective, when the interval between two pulses is reduced, the pulses appear quicker. Users naturally associate rapidly occurring pulses with increasing the motion velocity. Similarly, increasing the interval between pulses makes them appear slower, thus signalling the user to slow down.

Ideally, the pulse intervals should be varied continuously with the desired feedback. Practically, humans have a limited ability to distinguish between very similar pulse intervals, especially when the intervals are small (measured in milliseconds). Anecdotal interaction with users suggests that users are especially adept at detecting discrete changes in the pulsing interval.

My system provides four different vibration intervals: 75ms, 150ms, 300ms, 600ms. The feedback provided using these intervals is ordinal; it prompts users to move faster or slower relative to their current velocity, but does not convey by how much.

Pulsing vibration motors at regular intervals requires an asynchronous feedback system. The motion-synchronization system implements the controller and feedback systems as two separate processes that interact over a socket connection. The feedback system starts a server and waits for messages from the controller. The controller conveys changes in feedback over the socket connection. If the server receives a new message, it acts on the message.

### 9.1.2 Controller design

The controller interprets the raw sensor data, and calculates the feedback. The motion-synchronization system uses WiTilts [75] that provide the angle of forward and sideways bending for the torso. After calculating the users’ state the controller performs two main tasks:

- Infer the users’ current motion state from the sensor data.
- Calculate the appropriate action and velocity for the follower.
Figure 9.1: An example action represented by four motion segments. The start state is bending forward, and the expected motion consists of cyclically repeating these four motion segments.

**Design of the motion-inference system**

The controller needs to infer the users’ motion state for calculating the appropriate feedback. Sensor noise and the inability of the users to precisely follow motion trajectories makes the problem of inferring the motion state challenging. The motion-synchronization controller uses the state diagram and two other sources of evidence to infer the motion-state:

1. A history of the last $N$ states of the system.
2. The time the user has spent in the current motion state.

The controller is provided a state diagram that describes the expected sequence of motion segments for a given action. Figure 9.1 shows an example of such a state diagram. This state diagram does not specify how long an actor stays in a given motion state.

Figure 9.2 describes the motion-state inference algorithm. The controller calculates two scores, $w(s_i)$ and $T(s_i)$, that estimate the likelihood that the current motion state is $s_i$. The score $w(s_i)$ is calculated using the history of the user’s state. $T(s_i)$ measures the likelihood that a user’s motion state is $s_i$ given the motion-state transition diagram, and the time spent in the current motion state. The controller combines these scores to determine the final score for the motion state $s_i$. The controller calculates these two scores for every motion state. The motion state with the maximum score is selected as the current motion state of the user.

$$M_s = \arg \max_i (w(s_i) \cdot T(s_i))$$

The particular forms of the functions $w(s_i)$ and $T(s_i)$ depend on the application. Sections 9.2 provides details of these functions for my system. Conceptually, these scores represent unnormalized probabilities for a given state given the evidence.

**Velocity control algorithm**

The motion-synchronization system’s feedback consists of two parts: prompting the correct motion segment and conveying velocity feedback to match the leader and the follower.

If the leader and the follower are in the same motion state, the controller only needs to determine the velocity for the feedback. However, if their motion states are different the controller must choose
between two conflicting objectives: ensuring that the follower follows exactly the same trajectory as the leader, and ensuring that the follower is in the same motion state as the leader.

Figure 9.3 illustrates the conflicting nature of these objectives. The motion sequence for this example consists of two motion segments (and the corresponding motion states) that correspond to “going up” and “going down”. In the first part both the leader and the follower are in the same motion state (going up), but the follower is trailing the leader. The controller only determines and conveys the velocity of the motion. In the second part, the leader changes direction and transitions to the “going down” state. At this point, the controller must determine on the direction of motion for the follower. If the primary aim for the follower is to follow the same trajectory as the leader, then the controller should prompt the follower to continue going up (with possibly some velocity feedback). However, if the primary goal of the system is to move the users synchronously, the controller should prompt the follower to change direction to “going down”.

For some systems faithfully imitating the leader’s trajectory may be the primary objective. However, with a follower who is less responsive to velocity feedback, the two users may get completely out of sync. Further, the delays in the system would keep accumulating even while the users switch between motion states. Measuring the difference between the leader’s and the follower’s state is more difficult if they are in different motion states. For example, in figure 9.3(b) it is not obvious by how much the follower lags the user. This design choice would pose additional difficulties for controllers that decide the feedback velocity based on this lag.

For some systems, having the leader and follower in the same motion state is more important than imitating the leader’s trajectory. For the example shown in figure 9.3, such a controller would direct the follower to the “going down” motion state as soon as the leader transitions to the “going down” state. With this feedback strategy, the two motions would appear more synchronized, which is important for certain applications. Changing the follower’s motion state with the leader’s
Figure 9.3: The task for both the leader and follower is to periodically going up and down. (a) The leader and the follower are in the same motion state (going up), but the follower trails the leader. (b) The leader changes his motion state to go down. The controller must decide on the feedback for the follower. If the goal is to follow the same trajectory the follower should be asked to continue in the same direction. If the goal is to synchronize the two user, the follower must be asked to change directions as well.

Figure 9.4: A flowchart showing the algorithm for the synchronization system controller.

prevents the accumulation of lag across motion states. Such a system works better when the leader may not perform the same motion consistently across different runs. When there is inconsistency across different runs, a system for exact trajectory following may need to keep additional state information to calculate the feedback. My system implements the second feedback strategy, i.e., ensuring that the actors are in the same state, even if they do not follow the same trajectory.

The controller decides the velocity feedback based on the difference in the state of the leader and the follower. Initially, the controller starts with the normal speed with pulse intervals of 300ms. If the distance in the leader’s and follower’s state is less than a certain threshold (Δ) the controller pulses the motors at the normal interval. For distances between Δ and 2Δ it reduces the pulse interval to 150ms. For distances beyond 2Δ the pulse interval is further reduced to 75ms. If the follower leads the leader by a distance greater than Δ the pulse interval is increased to 600ms. The controller algorithm is shown in the flowchart in figure 9.4.
9.2 Experiments and results

I tested the motion-synchronization system on 10 volunteers. Section 9.2.1 describes the details of the experiment, the motion tested, and the testing protocol. Sections 9.2.2 and 9.2.3 present the results of the system’s effectiveness and user feedback respectively.

9.2.1 Experiment design

I chose a simple repetitive motion to test my system. The motion consists of four motion segments: bend forward, bend backward, lean left and lean right. The four motion segments are cyclically repeated for the duration of the experiment. Figure 9.1 shows the state diagram for this example motion.

I used WiTilts mounted on the users’ upper back to measure their torso’s orientation. WiTilts are three-axis accelerometers that can be used to measure the tilt along its three canonical axes (see chapter 3 for details about WiTilt’s working).

Weighting functions for the motion inference algorithm

WiTilts measure the inclination of the back along two axes: one running along the waist, and the other parallel to the ground and perpendicular to the first axis. I will refer to the rotation around the first axis (running along the waist) as the bend in the user’s torso, and the inclination along the second axis as the lean. The bend and the lean angles in the torso corresponds to a user’s current state.

A history of such states is used to calculate the weighting function \( w(s) \) shown in figure 9.2. The controller uses only the bend angles to estimate the score for the bending forward and bending backwards motion states. Similarly, only lean angles are used to estimate scores for the leaning sideways motion states. This section describes the weighing score, \( w(s) \) for the bending motion states; calculating the score for the leaning motion states is similar.

Let \( N_h \) be the number of history states used to infer the motion state. Further let \( D \) be the total incremental bending during this time:

\[
D = \sum_{i=2}^{N_h} |B_i - B_{i-1}|,
\]

where \( B_i \) is the torso bend angle in the \( i \)th history state.

Further, let \( D_f \) be the magnitude of the change in state when the user is bending forward:

\[
D_f = \sum_{j=2}^{N_h} |B_j - B_{j-1}| \quad \forall j \text{ (s.t. user bends forwards between } j \text{ and } j-1),
\]

and let \( n_f \) be the number of intervals when the user is bending forward. Similarly, define \( D_b \) and \( n_b \) to be the distance when the user is bending backwards and the number of such intervals. It is easy to measure if the user is bending forwards, or backwards based on the tilt reading.

\[
\begin{align*}
n_f + n_b &= N_h - 1, \text{ and} \\
D_f + D_b &= D
\end{align*}
\]
The weights for the two states based on the history are given by

\[ W(\text{bending forward}) = \frac{n_f}{N_h - 1} \cdot D_f \] and

\[ W(\text{bending backward}) = \frac{n_b}{N_h - 1} \cdot D_b. \] (9.3)

This weighting function rewards a continuous change in the “correct” direction because it increases with \( n_f \) (or \( n_b \)). If the sensors indicate that the user is consistently moving forward there is a high probability that the user is moving forward. This weighing function also considers the magnitude of the change; a large change in any direction is more likely to come from a movement in that direction rather than due to noise. If both \( D_f \) and \( D_b \) are small, then both these weighting functions will be small; the user is probably not moving in either direction (the user may be leaning sideways, and those weighting functions would have large values). These properties make this weighting function robust in the presence of noise.

The function \( T(s_i) \) assumes that every segment in the motion state contributes at least \( N_t \) states to the state history (given the sampling frequency is easy to convert \( N_t \) to a minimum duration for every segment). For motions where the user’s state does not change too quickly and where every motion segment corresponds to some significant change in the user’s state, this assumption is accurate.

Let \( N_{s_i} \) be the number of states the user has been in the current state, \( s_i \), at the time of observation, and let the previous and next state in the motion sequence be \( s_{i-1} \) and \( s_{i+1} \). Then, \( T(s_k) \) for different states \( s_k \) in the motion sequence is given by

\[ T(s_i) = 1 \] (9.5)

\[ T(s_{i-1}) = \begin{cases} \frac{N_t - N_{s_i}}{N_t} & N_{s_i} < N_t, \\ \frac{1}{2N_t} & \text{otherwise}, \end{cases} \] (9.6)

\[ T(s_{i+1}) = \begin{cases} \frac{N_{s_i}}{N_t} & N_{s_i} < N_t, \\ \frac{1}{2N} & \text{otherwise}, \end{cases} \] (9.7)

\[ T(s_j) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{2N} & j \notin \{i-1, i, i+1\}. \end{cases} \] (9.8)

The formula for \( T(s_k) \) is based on two principles:

1. A change in a user’s motion state is more likely if the user has been in a particular state either too long or too short compared to \( N_t \). If the user has been in a motion state longer than \( N_t \), then the change is a natural transition to the next motion state. On the other hand, if the user has been in the current motion state, \( s_i \), for a very short duration, then it is possible that the user never actually transitioned from \( s_{i-1} \) to \( s_i \); the erroneous inference was due to noise. As the user spends more time in \( s_i \), the likelihood of the erroneous inference decreases.

2. For every state \( s_i \), a transition to states \( s_{i+1} \) or \( s_{i-1} \) is much more likely than any other state \( s_j \).

The formula for \( T(s_k) \) satisfies the two properties of the weighting function. As the motion transitions from state \( s_{i-1} \) to \( s_i \), the weight for \( s_{i-1} \) decreases progressively. Similarly, as the user spends more time in state \( s_i \), the weight of transitioning to \( s_{i+1} \) increases. At any time during the motion, it is unlikely that the user will skip states in the transition diagram. Hence, the weight for states that are not adjacent to the current state is low at all times.
Figure 9.5: An example of the motion-difference algorithm. The small blue and black circles show the user’s actual state for the bending and leaning angles respectively. The larger circles show the motion-segment inference by the algorithm.

Figure 9.5 shows the results from the motion-inference algorithm. The small blue and black circles show the user’s bending and leaning angles respectively. The larger circles show the motion states inferred by the algorithm. For most parts, the algorithm performs very well. Sometimes, the algorithm is a little slow to detect a change in the motion state, because the magnitude of the change in state variables is small. Similarly, the algorithm is robust to noise; the algorithm does not incorrectly classify the local minima in the bend angle at $t \approx 1.25 \times 10^4$ as a change in the motion state.

There is a trade-off in identifying a motion state transition quickly and robustness to noise. The controller may detect changes in motion state faster by querying the WiTilts at a higher frequency. However, at higher sampling frequencies the magnitude of changes in the user’s state between successive readings will be small. Therefore, the relative contribution of the sensor’s noise will higher.

9.2.2 System results

I tested my system on 10 volunteers. Before the experiment, I described the motion to the volunteers, and showed them an example of the expected motion. The volunteers acted as followers, and followed a leader under three modes of feedback:

- **No feedback**: Both the volunteer and the leader were blindfolded. The leader and the follower both knew the action, but there was no feedback to synchronize their actions.

- **Visual feedback**: The leader was blindfolded, but the follower could see the leader. For a simple motion that we tested, this feedback mode served as the perfect feedback case; the follower could accurately follow the leader with very little lag.
• **Vibration feedback**: Both the leader and the follower were blindfolded, but the follower received synchronization feedback from the motion-synchronization system. This case tests the effectiveness of the my system in providing synchronization feedback.

For each of the three feedback modes, every volunteer was asked to repeat the experiment three times. Every run of the experiment lasted 45 seconds. Both the leader and the follower were calibrated before every run. The calibration process identified the accelerometer’s canonical directions, and measured a reference state. All other states were measured relative to this reference state. The leader was blindfolded during all feedback modes to prevent him from synchronizing with the follower.

Figure 9.6 shows the results of one example run each for visual and vibration feedback. Figure 9.6(a) shows the results for the case when the follower could see the reference. As expected, the follower could accurately and closely follow the leader. Such a close matching of the leader’s trajectory may not be possible for more complex actions. Figure 9.6(b) shows the follower’s performance in response to the vibration feedback that the motion-synchronization system provides. The follower’s curve appears shifted to the right with respect to that of the leader. This lag is a combination of at least three different factors: lag in inferring a change in the leader’s state, lag in conveying the feedback, and the lag introduced by the user in understanding and acting on the feedback. Figure 9.7(a) shows the follower’s curve shifted to the left to align with the leader’s curve. Such a shift compensates for the lag introduced by various factors described above. The amount of shift needed for the best alignment provides an estimate of the total lag present in the system.

The areas between the users’ curves serves as a measure of distance between these curves. As the follower’s curve is shifted, the distance between the leader’s and follower’s curve changes. At some value of the shift this distance becomes minimum. The minimum distance between the two curves provides a measure of how well the system performs when corrected for lag.

Figure 9.7(b) shows the distance between the users’ curves for three different runs for all three modes of feedback. Every curve in this figure plots the distance between the users’ curves for different shifts of the follower’s curve. This figures shows that visual feedback works extremely well; the minimum distance between the curves and the shift required to achieve this minimum are both small. The curves for no feedback shows little change or pattern. For vibration feedback, the
distance between the curves (for all three runs) decreases till it reaches a minimum around 1000 ms, and then increases again. Further, the minimum distance is comparable to that obtained by visual feedback. The shift needed for minimum distance is constant around 1000ms.

Figure 9.8 shows the aggregate results for all the users for all the modes of feedback. Similar to the example in Figure 9.7(b), both the minimum distance and the shift needed to achieve the minimum distance are small for visual feedback. For vibration feedback, the distance between the curves is small for the optimal alignment. The shifts needed to optimally align the curves mostly fall in the 1000ms to 1500 ms range. These results imply that my feedback system is consistent both in the quality of optimal synchronization and the lag to achieve the minimum distance. In contrast, both the minimum distance and shift values do not show any clustering when the follower was not provided any feedback.

There are many source for the lag in the follower’s motion. The current system does not detect changes in the leader’s state until after they happen. Empirically, this lag is about 200 ms. Increasing the sampling frequency may reduce this lag. Section 9.2.1 discusses the trade-offs between a higher sampling frequency and the robustness of the motion-inference algorithm. Communicating the feedback to remote XBee modules introduces further lag in the system. Presently, the change in feedback is conveyed to the feedback system server over a socket connection. The server, then conveys the feedback to the local XBee over a Serial connection, which conveys it to the remote XBee over wireless radios. The hysteresis in starting and stopping a vibration motor further adds to the lag. The follower’s reaction time is another source of lag. Figure 9.8(b) shows that with visual feedback the lag between the leader and the follower is around 300 ms.

9.2.3 User-experience results

After testing the system, the volunteers were requested to answer a feedback questionnaire. Figure 9.9 shows the volunteer’s responses for some of the questions. Seven out of the ten volunteers found the system somewhat easy or extremely easy to learn, whereas two found it somewhat dif-
ficult (figure 9.9(a)). Similarly, seven volunteers rated the system as somewhat comfortable or extremely comfortable. Eight out of ten volunteers felt the that the level of feedback was inadequate (figure 9.9(c)). However, most users did not have any trouble interpreting the velocity feedback (figure 9.9(d)). Only two volunteers reported that they found interpreting the velocity feedback somewhat difficult.

My survey also asked people about the aspects of the system that they liked. Many users liked the concept of providing velocity feedback. However, two users suggested using buzzing intensity instead of pulsing intervals to provide velocity feedback. Using intensity is a novel suggestion, but it suffers from practical problems such as the need for more control pins and higher power requirements. Two volunteers commented that interpreting the velocity feedback required some cognition time, and one volunteer commented that this system made users follow the feedback instead of thinking about the motion task. One user felt that his response to the feedback improved over the course of the experiment. This response suggests that larger testing over longer durations might improve the user performance and satisfaction.

9.3 System limitations and future work

We conducted a small study with only ten volunteers. The system’s performance and user response is encouraging. Larger and longer tests with future application should improve such systems.

Although the current system enables two users to synchronize their actions, there are two areas of limitations: the lag in tracking the motion and limited feedback. Presently, my system tracks changes in the users’ motion state. However, the system can determine the change only after the leader has changed state. With more experimental data and detailed models of the underlying motion it may be possible to predict the change in motion state.

The current system changes the frequency to signal an increase or decrease in the motion velocity. This system, however, does not convey the magnitude of the change. There are two sources
of this limitation: difficulty in conveying accurate feedback with vibration motors, and the limited ability of humans to discern between small changes in the buzzing frequency. Controlling vibration motors over a Bluetooth connection presents many challenges: limitations in accurately spacing the buzzing pulse, start and stop time hysteresis for vibration motors, difficulty of scheduling the feedback process/thread at precise intervals. It may be possible to eliminate some of these limitations by using better vibration motors and smarter microcontrollers to accurately control the buzzing frequency. However, it is not easy to improve a user’s ability to identify the changes in pulsing intervals.

An area of future growth for such systems involves more complex motions and more than two actors, e.g., a system that synchronizes many actors as they dance. The arm-motion feedback system described in chapter 8 and the motion synchronization system described in this chapter achieve two complementary objectives. The arm-motion feedback system assists the user to performs an action accurately, but ignores the speed at which the action is performed. The current system synchronizes the motion state of two users, sometimes at the cost of accurately following

---

**Figure 9.9:** Results to questions from a feedback survey administered to the users. (a) How difficult was it to learn the system? (b) How comfortable was the system to use? (c) What was the user’s opinion on the level of feedback? (d) How difficult was it to interpret the velocity feedback?
the leader’s trajectory. It is conceivable to combine the two systems to produce a system that prompts the user to accurately perform a particular action at a specified speed. For example, such a system could be developed in conjunction with exercise videos. A user could receive instructions to follow the video’s motion trajectory accurately as well as with the correct speed. Such a system, that augments motion videos, would also solve the problem of finding exemplars for a particular motion.

9.4 Lessons learned

The current system suffers a lag of about one second, which may not be acceptable for some systems. There are at least three different sources of lag in the current system. First, the motion-inference algorithm does not identify a change in motion state until after it has happened. This lag depends on the sampling frequency. The second lag arises due to the delay introduced by the pulsing feedback of the motor. If each vibration pulse lasts for about $\delta$ ms, then it may not be possible to convey the change to the user before $\delta$ ms. Finally, user reaction time introduces lag in the system. These sources of lag strongly suggest developing predictive systems in the future. With more user motion data, it may be possible to anticipate motion state changes before they occur and possibly provide predictive feedback instead of reactive feedback.

The performance of the motion-synchronization system is closely related to the limitations of the hardware. Sensor noise limits our ability to quickly identify motion states (refer to section 9.2.1). Similarly, vibration motors could only provide four identifiable velocity states. It is possible to use pulse intensity instead of pulse frequency to convey the change in velocity. This idea also presents practical problems: it would require more XBees because the number of motors would increase, and more power to drive these motors. XBee radios sometimes lost packets. These packet losses could result changes the perceived frequency of the vibration pulses.

Designing and developing the motion-synchronization system required making many design choices and trade-offs. The feedback algorithm involved choosing between synchronizing the users’ motion states and matching the users’ trajectories accurately. Other examples of trade-offs include the implementation of the feedback system (a separate thread versus a separate process), selecting the sampling frequency of WiTilts (speed of motion state change versus accuracy). With more experimental data and experience it should be easier to understand the costs and benefits of the different alternatives.
Chapter 10

Software Design

This chapter briefly summarizes the software design for the systems developed in this thesis. These systems were developed as C++ applications that run on the Windows platform (XP/Vista/7). Figure 10.1 shows the software architecture for my systems.

System libraries are at the bottom of the software stack. These libraries provide low-level functions such as serial-port communication, threading and socket APIs, etc. Low-level user libraries lie directly above the system libraries. These libraries provide functions that are shared by many applications such as communication with XBee radios, WiTilt modules. These libraries fall under five major categories, which are briefly described in section 10.1. Controllers occupy the next higher level in the software stack. Typically, every new application defines a new controller for that task. A controller comprises different components: the system that it controls, sensors that measure the user’s state, etc. These components are implemented in the low-level user libraries. The application code is at the top of the software stack. The application code interacts with controllers as well as different lower-level user libraries. It is responsible for initializing the tracking devices, communication devices, and the controller state. After initializing the different system components, the application code is responsible for calling the library modules in the proper sequence to achieve the system’s objectives. Section 10.2 presents the structure of the application code.

I used and modified many free software libraries for my applications. I modified the Vicon real-time SDK library for connecting to and obtaining data from the motion-capture system. Similarly, I ported Andrew Rapp’s XBee-Arduino code [85] from Arduino microcontroller’s to the Windows platform. This code connects and interacts with remote XBee modules over a serial connection. Porting the XBee code requires type redefinitions that are compatible with the ISO C9x standards, and I used Alexander Chemeris’s redefinitions [77].

10.1 Software libraries

Low-level libraries implement many functions that are shared by different applications. I have classified these libraries in the five broad categories. This section describes the design and implementation details for each of these categories.

- Communication system: Communications libraries interface with the devices that are used to control the feedback motors: Arduino BT [3] and XBee wireless modules [20]. Communication devices act as a bridge between the controller and the feedback devices (see chapter 3). The communication system implements different feedback strategies used by the controllers. My motion-feedback systems define a standard communicator interface that is shared by different implementation of the communication system. Examples of different implementations
include continuous and pulsing modes for XBee radios, client server based XBee communications, multithreaded XBee communication. A standard interface allowed me to rapidly test different feedback strategies.

- **Control systems**: Typically, the controlled system maintains the user’s state in both the workspace and configuration space, and provides interface functions to update the state. Applications update the controlled system’s state in the workspace using the interface functions; the update functions internally updates the configuration state. For example, the arm posing system application (chapter 5) only updates the coordinates of the tracked markers on the user’s arm, and the update function calculates the angles that define the arm’s pose. Many controllers may control the same underlying system. Such a design separates the controlled-system’s details from those of the tracking sensors and controllers.

- **Sensor system**: Sensor libraries interface with the sensors that track the user. These library’s provide functions necessary to interact with the tracking sensors: establish connections with the sensors, query the user’s state, maintain the sensor’s state, etc. Every library’s function is closely tied to the sensor it interacts with. A sensor library converts the sensor’s output to the format used by the controller. For example, the WiTilt library converts raw voltage reading to tilt values.

- **Logging systems**: Logging libraries store and retrieve the system’s state during a program’s execution. The system’s state includes the user’s state, the controller’s state and the feedback device’s state. Logging libraries write the system’s state to a file that may be analyzes later. These libraries are primarily used for two purposes: debugging the system and evaluating the system’s performance. Although the data that defines the state may vary from one system to another, my logging systems have a standard interface to read and write data to a file.

- **Miscellaneous utilities**: Miscellaneous utilities provide functions that are commonly used by different libraries and applications. Examples of such utilities include libraries that provide functions to manipulate 3D point and vectors, read configuration variables at startup time, low-level file I/O functions, etc.

- **Controllers**: My systems define a new controller for every application. A controller typically
consists of a control system whose state it controls, a communication system to provide the feedback, and functions that store the system’s state (using loggers). Every controller implements the logic that determines the correct feedback based on the controlled system’s state.

Many controllers share common design attributes. In such cases, my systems define a standard interface that is implemented by different controllers. For example, the controllers for configuration-tasks share the feedback strategy of restricted feedback. Every controller that provides restricted-feedback implements the interface for restricted-feedback systems.

10.2 System applications

Libraries provide the functionalities required to track the user, determine the feedback, and convey the feedback to user. An application uses these functions towards a particular goal. Every new system is developed using a separate application.

An application’s functioning is partitioned in two distinct phases: initialization and control loop. The control loop is an iterative process that tracks the user and provide corrective feedback. An application, typically, performs the following initialization tasks during startup:

- **Read configurations settings:** An application has several attributes that change from one computer to another, or between different runs of the same program. Some examples of such attributes are the files used to log the system’s data, serial ports used for communications, feedback mode for XBees, address of an XBee server, etc. These configurable properties are written to a settings file before starting the application. During initialization the application reads these properties from the settings file.

- **Initialize communication with the sensors and feedback devices:** It is necessary to establish a connection with the tracking and communications devices before using them to track the user and provide him feedback. The application needs to establish a socket connection with the motion-capture system before streaming data. Similarly, before communicating with WiTilts, Arduino boards and XBee modules the application must obtain the serial port communicating with these devices. Typically, the configuration information needed to establish the connection, such as the serial-port address, are read from a configuration file.

- **Initialize the controlled system and system loggers:** The relevant part of the user’s body, e.g., the arms constitute the controlled system. Before using the controller functions to track and provide feedback the application must initialize the controlled system. Initializing the system involves measuring and updating the user’s state for the first time. For example, initializing the arm for the arm-posing system (chapter 5) involves calculating the lengths of the arm and forearm, and updating the initial configuration of the arm.

  Similar to controlled system, the application initializes the appropriate logger. The log file’s details are usually provided in a configuration file.

- **Initialize the application controller:** My systems typically define a new controller for every application. The controller determines and conveys the feedback based on the controlled system’s state. During initialization, the application associates the different components of the system with the application’s controller. Examples of the components associated with the controller include the controlled system, the communication system, and loggers. For C++ application associating components implies passing a reference to the underlying objects.
Another important step in initialization involves specifying the controller's objective. For configuration tasks, the objective is the target configurations. Target configurations for the mobile-manipulation system and the arm-posing system are provided during initialization. On the other hand, the shirt-folding system calculates the target configurations at run time.

The motion objectives for trajectory tasks depend on the system. The ideal bending and leaning angles and their acceptable error thresholds are the objectives for the posture system. A sequence of foreground and background tasks are the objectives for the arm-motion feedback system. Each motion-task specifies the target configuration for the arm, and the time to wait before moving to the next motion task. For the motion-synchronization system, the state-diagram of motion-segments defines the motion objective. The application controller is initialized with the motion-objectives during the initialization step.

At the end of the initialization step all components of the application are ready for providing motion feedback. During the control-loop step, the controller runs in a loop where it continuously performs three function till the program terminates:

- **Read the sensor data**: The application periodically queries the tracking sensors. The frequency of these updates varies between applications. The sensor libraries provide interface functions for querying the user’s state. For sensors, such as WiTilts, that buffer the sensor data, sensor libraries ensure that the applications are not provided “stale” data.

- **Updating the controlled system’s state**: Applications process the sensor output to extract the relevant data. The application updates the controlled-system’s state using controlled system’s interface functions.

  For example, in the shirt-folding system the motion-capture system outputs the positions of 11 markers that define the user skeleton. The shirt-folding system extracts the data for the six relevant markers (shoulder, elbow, and index finger for each arm), and updates the controlled system.

- **Apply feedback**: Typically a controller provides an interface function for applying feedback. This function calculates the required feedback based on the controlled-system’s current state and the controller’s motion objective. If the controller determines any change in the necessary feedback, the appropriate feedback is conveyed to the user.

  After updating the controlled-system’s state, the application prompts the controller to provide the relevant feedback based on the user’s new state.
Chapter 11

Future Work

Systems that track humans and provide realtime feedback are relatively new. This chapter aims to provide both specific applications for future research as well as to highlight new areas of investigation. Some future research areas mentioned in this chapter extend those already covered in this thesis, whereas others address completely new problems. This chapter discusses the future of human motion feedback systems from two different perspectives: design of future systems and potential applications.

Mobile computation platforms, such as smart phones, and newer, cheaper, and more accurate tracking- and feedback-devices will impact the design of future systems. Section 11.1 discusses the potential designs of future systems. Section 11.2 presents possible applications for everyday motion tasks. Gait measurement and correction is an important area for medical and sports applications, and sections 11.3 discusses some possible ways the current systems can be extended to these domains. Sections 11.4 presents potential applications for personal health monitoring systems respectively with emphasis on rehabilitation and passive tracking. Teaching new motions is an important goal for several applications. Section 11.5 presents the essential components of a motion training system. My systems for configuration tasks employ restricted feedback. Section 11.6 describes future areas of research for approximating trajectories using restricted feedback.

11.1 Future extensions

My systems use user-mounted sensors that relay the user’s state to a computer. The controller software that runs on the computer analyzes the tracking data and provides feedback over a wireless connection. Although these three components—sensors, controller and feedback devices—are integral to every controlled system, their design and implementation changes with applications. In this section, I will present some possible designs for future systems.

My systems need a computer, which is either a desktop or a laptop, for running the application software. In environments such as open fields, courts, or gymnasiums such systems have limited portability. New mobile computational devices such as smart-phones and music players offer alternative platforms that address this limitation. Instead of running on a computer, future applications may run the controller program on a mobile device such as a smart-phone. These devices are smaller, more portable, and consume less power than traditional computers. At present, these devices offer limited connectivity with peripheral devices such as external sensors, but I expect the connectivity to improve in the future.

Another alternative platform for running the controller could be a microcontroller board. Microcontroller boards offer the advantages of cheaper cost, direct interfacing with external devices, and
lower power usage. They can be ideal for applications that are not computationally intensive such as the posture shirt described in chapter 7. The major drawback for microcontroller-board-based systems is limited user-interface and difficulty in customizing applications.

The cost-effectiveness, size, and accuracy of the sensors that I used (accelerometers and motion-capture system) has rapidly improved in recent years. Other sensors such as compasses, IMUs, gyroscopes, SONAR are improving along similar lines. Many of these sensors are designed as MEMS devices that offer standard software interfaces such as analog or I2C [56]. These sensors could be utilized as tracking devices in the future. One example of such a system is the posture chair developed by Zheng et al. [90], which uses force sensitive resistors for detecting the user’s posture.

I have developed my application using vibration motors as feedback devices. There are other possible modes of feedback such as auditory, visual, etc. The right feedback device depends on the application.

The tracking sensors, computational devices and feedback device technologies are changing rapidly. These technologies are converging towards a standard interface. In the future, motion feedback systems should get cheaper, more portable and easier to develop and deploy.

11.2 Practical everyday applications

Many practical, everyday tasks can benefit from motion-feedback systems. This section describes three such applications: exercise training, yoga, and riding a bicycle. Users are inside the system during these activities, and so they cannot easily determine their mistakes. Tracking users performing these activities with external sensors is straightforward. Furthermore, vibration motors provide the ideal mode of feedback, because unlike other modes of feedback, such as visual feedback, they do not distract the user while performing the motion. These three applications are specific examples, and I speculate than the current systems could be extended to several other potential applications.

Many forms of physical exercise such as calisthenics or weight training can benefit from motion-feedback systems. The arm-motion feedback system (chapter 8) demonstrates the potential for such applications. These forms of physical exercise require good form, multiple repetitions, and timing to perform them adequately. A motion-feedback system can assist users to improve all these attributes.

Yoga positions often require users to maintain a particular pose. An application that extends the posture shirt (chapter 7) to other parts of the body may help users improve their yoga exercise routine.

Both the physical exercise applications and yoga-feedback applications will benefit from alternate system designs. Markerless optical tracking systems such Microsoft Kinect [42] provide easier and cheaper tracking. Similarly, controllers running on smart phones or music players will enable users to “carry” these systems to exercise areas such as gymnasiums.

While riding the bicycle or a unicycle the rider must balance the center of gravity. If the center of gravity moves beyond a threshold on either side, the rider cannot continue to cycle, and falls down. Beginners may find it hard to gauge their balance, and external sensors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes along with corrective feedback can help them maintain their balance.

Many riders use training wheels to prevent injuries from falling down. These wheels often prove inefficient because riders continuously lean on them. Adding bump-sensors to the training wheels may produce a system that reduce this leaning on the training wheels: if the sensors detect that a training wheel is touching the ground, the controller buzzes the user to move in an appropriate
11.3 Gait measurement and correction

Neurological diseases, such as Parkinson’s disease, affect a patient’s gait. The effect on a patient’s gait and the underlying cause depends on the disease. For example, Parkinson’s patients exhibit a reduced walking velocity ([24], [73]) due to a shortening of the stride length. Some diseases display multiple symptoms and multiple diseases may share the same gait disorder [78]. Typically, a patient must visit a doctor’s clinic to diagnose a disease, evaluate the disease’s progress and any improvements caused by specific treatments. Systems such as the one developed in this thesis can measure the patient’s gait parameters in a natural environment. Keijsers et al. [41] survey systems that use wearable sensors (mainly accelerometers and gyroscopes) to measure dyskinesia and tremor in patients with Parkinson’s disease. Stolze et al. [78] have shown that acoustic or visual cues (metronomes and stripes on the ground) improve gait parameters for patients with Parkinson’s disease and those suffering from normal pressure hydrocephalus. Vibration feedback, which is more intuitive and less intrusive than audio or visual cues, may prove a better alternative for providing corrective feedback.

Runners, especially long-distance runners, frequently need feedback about gait parameters such as stride length, foot pressure, speed, etc. It is possible to measure many of these parameters with body mounted sensors [44]. By interfacing these user-mounted sensors with mobile computation platforms such as music players, it may be possible to provide real-time feedback that corrects various gait parameters in runners.

11.4 Rehabilitation and passive tracking

Passive tracking refers to tracking people with sensors placed in the environment instead of mounting them on the user’s body. For example, motion detectors switch off lights if they do not detect any activity in a room. Passive tracking may prove useful for tracking patients or elderly people staying alone. Sensors in the environment may provide information about people’s daily activities such as eating or sleeping. Patients, their family, and care-givers may use such activity data for their specific need. For example, a system that reminds user to take medication can help users maintain their daily medication schedule.

Recovery from stroke or trauma often requires physical therapy. During the recovery process, patients are asked to repeatedly perform a set of exercises. Many existing haptic systems such as exoskeleton address this problem (see to chapter 2). However, for motions that are easy to track and correct, systems such as the arm-motion feedback system described in chapter 8 provide a simpler and less intrusive alternative. Such systems can also improve the efficiency of simple exercises. For example, one rehabilitation exercise requires users to squeeze a rubber ball. By placing force sensors in the ball and timing the user’s action the motion-feedback system can ensure that the user squeezes the ball with adequate force and with the right frequency.

11.5 Teaching new motions

For many applications, the ultimate goal is to either teach a new motion, or increase the speed of learning by providing real-time, corrective feedback. Teaching new motions was not a goal for this thesis, but it is an important area of future investigation.
The systems presented in this thesis enable users to attain or improve their performance on a motion objective. However, these systems do not teach new motions.

Testing an application’s teaching potential requires careful experiment planning over a long duration. Investigators must demonstrate several different results to prove an application’s ability to teach a new motion. First, the gains from motion feedback should persist long after the feedback is removed. Next, users that received feedback must attain their true potential quicker than control subjects that did not receive the feedback. Finally, after learning the motion, users that receive the feedback must perform the action as well or better than those that did not receive any feedback.

Some applications developed as part of this thesis and others suggested in this chapter would benefit from long-term studies that show their teaching potential. The posture shirt (chapter 7), and the arm motion controller (chapter 8) are examples of applications from this thesis that would benefit from studies that demonstrate their teaching potential.

11.6 Algorithms for restricted feedback

The applications for configuration-tasks provide restricted feedback. Restricted feedback limits the possible paths that the controlled-system can follow through configuration space. Therefore, users can only approximate complex motions when provided restricted feedback. Restricted feedback can be useful for other robotics systems. For example, a multiple-degrees-of-freedom robot arm that can only articulate one (or a few) degrees of freedom at a time due to power consideration would employ restricted feedback.

Chapter 2 discussed the similarity of approximating trajectories with the polygonal-approximation (PA) problem. The PA algorithms approximate a given curve with a sequence of lines that minimize the Euclidean distance between the actual curve and the approximating lines. It is possible to define other optimization criterion for other practical considerations such as the number of motion-segments, average length of a motion-segment, etc. Obstacles in the workspace provide further limit the allows trajectories. Extending algorithms from approximating a motion path to calculating a motion path (between a source and a target configuration) with restricted feedback (in presence of obstacles) could provide newer, simple and elegant motion-planning algorithms.
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